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Special to the Ledger
Murray State University will
host the 51st All Campus Sing
Wednesday April 22, on the
steps of Lovett Auditorium at 4
p.m.
There will be great entertainment from different fraternities,
sororities and other campus
organizations, according to
Mallory Allgood with MSU's
Public Relations department.
All Campus Sing is free and the
public is encourage to come.
Residents are encouraged to
bring a lounge chair or beach
towel and relax while listening
to some great music.
Sigma Alpha Iota, the
women's music fraternity, is in
charge of the annual event.
For more information about
the All Campus Sing. call (270)
809-2798.
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Independent
insurance Aqent

783-51142

Terry Butler
Lindy Sutter
lnsurance underwrIslen by Auto Club Prop•rty-Cssuarly Insurance Co

For information leading to the arrest &
conviction of the person or persons who shot
& killed my horse in his pasture at 1715 Beach
Road in Kirksey, KY late Friday, April 17th
or early Saturday, April 18th. Information
will be kept strictly confidential.

GARRY HALE 270-293-8578
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Students 'make case' to planners
for bike paths throughout the city

- Quilt Show excitement -

TOM BERPY/U)dner & limos
Hundreds of quilting enthusiasts have flocked to the 25th Anniversary American Quitters
Society Quilt Show & Contest at Paducah's Expo Center-Executive Inn this week. Above,
many look over quilt exhibits and demonstrations by individuals and vendors taking part in the
event at the Kentucky Oaks Mall Tuesday afternoon. The show and contest continues through
Saturday, April 25.

Walk to Cure Diabetes planned
Special to the Ledger
The Kentuckiana Chapter of
the Juvenile Diabetes Research
International
Foundation
(JDRF) has announced the first
Four Rivers Walk to Cure
Diabetes will be held Saturday.
April 25. at Noble Park in
Paducah. On Walk day activities
and registration will begin at 1
p.m. with the Walk starting at
2:30 p.m.
A group of energized and caring volunteers are partnering
with the Kentuckiana Chapter of
the JDRF to plan the Walk.
Ashley and Tom Shadoan. parents of II-year-old Parker, who
has type I diabetes, are serving
as co-chairs of the Walk committee.
"We are excited about joining
with other concerned individuals

Lin , .
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and businesses in the area to many supportive businesses and
introduce this event to increase individuals, JDRF has been able
the awareness of the seriousness to fund more than $1.3 billion of
of type I Ouvenile) diabetes and diabetes research which is getenable more advancements to ting results and improving and
occur with diabetes research." saving lives," said Todd Ashton,
said Tom Shadoan. Ashley volunteer and president of the
Shadoan added that - Inc Four Kentuckiana Chapter of the
Rivers Walk will be a great Juvenile Diabetes Research
opportunity for families affected
Foundation International. —The
with diabetes to connect with
commitment and efforts of the
each other too. We invite famientire Walk committee are
lies. corporations and schools to
inspiring,"
said
Chapter
step up and get involved - volunteer, be a sponsor. form a team Executive Director Twynette
and/or initiate a JDRF school Davidson.
JDRF is the leading funder and
program."
The committee has set a goal advocate of type I diabetes
of raising at least $50,000 for research worldwide. The organidiabetes research. Residents can zation was founded in 197(t b)
go online at www.jdriorg to reg- parents of children with type I
ister for the Four Rivers Walk to !juvenile) diabetes to find a cure
Cure Diabetes or reach out to the for diabetes and its complicaShadoan's at (270) 534-0667.
tions through the support of
A large number of businesses, research. Type I diabetes is an
and corporations have already auto-immune disease which
committed to sponsoring the stnkes children and adults sudFour Rivers Walk. "We are denly, makes them insulin
encouraged by this demonstra- dependent for life and carries the
tion of good corporate citizen- threat of serious complications.
ship but welcome other businessNearly 24 million Americans
es to join us with this important
have diabetes, 3 million with the
endeavor," said Tom Shadoan.
more severe form - type I. Since
The Walk to Cure Diabetes is
inception, JDRF has funded
the fastest growing fund-raising
event in the history of the more than $1.3 billion of diaJuvenile Diabetes Research betes research with more than
Foundation International. Last 80 percent 186 percent last year)
year $100 million was raised by of expenses supporting diabetes
more than 500.000 people in research and diabetes-related
more than 200 cities worldwide. education. For more informa"Because of events like our tion, go to www.jdrforg or call
Walk to Cure Diabetes and so 1-866-48 s -9397.

8y HAWKINS TEAGUE
7,tai1 Writer
On the evening before Earth
Day, a group of Murray State
University students presented a
plan to the Murray Planning
Commission that could make
the city more hospitable to bicycles and friendlier to the environment.
Students from Robin Zhang's
land use planning class took
turns Tuesday making a case to
the commission for bike paths
throughout the city. They gave a
PowerPoint presentation of their
goals and plans, which they
dubbed Project SAFE., as well
as maps of the proposed paths in
three phases.
Students said the first phase
would lay enough paths to ride
from the southern part of the
city at Wiswell Road all the way
up to Highway 80. The second
and third parts would lay multiple paths through more neighborhoods in the middle part of
town. The third phase would be
complete after 15 years of the
project's start under the students' plan.
Students said the plan would
not just require funding and
public support, but that public
education would he key. This

Sidewalk alcohol sales up
for discussion in Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — In
an attempt to attract more business downtown, the Paducah
City Commission will discuss a
proposed ordinance to allow
restaurants to serve alcohol at
sidewalk tables.
It was reported the commission will discuss the proposal
Tuesday.
City planning director Steve
Ervin said ordinances currently
allow outside seating but not
liquor sales.
Mayor Bill Paxton says
allowing people to sit outside
and have a drink with dinner
would help bring more people
downtown.

•Fair...
From Front
Individuals may bring up to two
items to be appraised at the fair.
The appraisals will be verbal
and will approximate fair market value for each item, but
should not be used for insurance
or other legal purposes.
Everyone is invited to come.
bring a lawn chair and enjoy the
morning. The Hazel Baptist
Church is located on Main
Street (U.S. 641 South ot
Murray) In the event of rain, the
fair will be moved inside
Donations can be made to a
local charity during the event.

411111111107
Jarnie, Vance
Owner

520 S. 4th
Street
Murray
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more professional presentation.
"We all know this takes M-0N-E-Y, but to start with a presentation like this really helps,"
lie said.
When Planning Commission
members asked about acquiring
grants for the project. City
Administrator Matt Mattingly
said there were state transportation enhancement funds available to build bike paths. He said
the city wouldn't necessarily be
guaranteed funding for the project, but that it was now one step
closer to making bike paths a
reality.
"The problem always was.
when you apply for a grant, you
have to have a plan in place." he
said."We never had the funding
(to put together a plan). but now
we have one thanks to Murray
State."

II Art program ...
it's nice to do." Danielson said.
"You don't always get the
in its third year of operation. opportunity to spend time workand still going strong thanks to ing one-on-one with individual
community and volunteer sup- students."
port. It started at MSU for the
For more information on the
first year, and then was transi- VSA program or to get
tioned over to the Guild last involved, contact the Murray
year.
Art Guild, located on 500 North
"It's a really good program, Fourth Street, at 753-4059

From Front

Police, Sheriff, RIS11 Logs
Murray Police Department
-A report for a theft from a vehicle was taken at 850 a.m. April 16.
- A report was taken at 3:46 p.m. at the station for a fraudulent
check.
'A theft report was taken at 156 p.m. Monday at 1201 Chestnut St.
'A hit-and-run accident was reported at 3:26 p m. at Walgreens.
- Kentucky State Police responded to a traffic accident with injuries
at 641 South and Midway Road
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
- A burglary report was taken at 830 p.m. April 16 at Winchester
Cemetery Road after someone advised that a chop saw had bee
taken from a location.
- A theft report was taken at 10.54 a.M. Friday on Maple Street
- KSP responded to a traffic accident with an injury at 8:33 a.m.
Saturday on State Route 121
- A report was taken at 10 19 a.m after someone reported the theft
of a 30-foot flag pole on Highbde Lane
- A theft report was taken at 1 36 p.m on Linzy Beane Lane after
someone reported that medication and other items had been taken
from his house
.A traffic accident with an injury was reported at 10.54 a m Sunday
at the 18 mile marker of Highway 94 East
- A criminal mischievandalism report was taken at 2:56 p.m on
Gibbs Store Road after a resident reported a mail box hit overnight
- A burglary report was taken at 10:05 a.m. Monday at G and W
Storage after someone reported items taken from a storage locker.
- A burglar/ report was taken at 2 25 p rn. on Murray Paris Road
after someone reported a house was broken into by kicking the back
d-(3°
A rcriminal
in
mischief/vandalism report was taken at 9 34 p.m on
Highway 641 South after a gate was damaged
Murray State University Public Safety
• A report was taken for burglary in the second degree at 1209 a m
April 16 after properly was reported stolen in Franklin College.
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies

No Power?
/*Problem!
There's a Solution
Standing By!

Be Cool and
Take all the Credit
Replace that old heating arid
a/c system with an Energy
Star certified Ruud' Ultra
Series' System and receive
up to $1200.1n Consumer
CsithBeck from Ruud'. You
will also qualify for up to a
$1.500 Federal Tax credit.
How cool is that?

would involve teaching bike
riders and drivers to look out for
each other and use the paths
safely. they said. It would also
involve making the public
aware of all open meetings
about the bike paths so they
could learn and give input on
the issue.
Building the paths would also
need commitment from the city
to maintain them over the years,
which the students said would
cost less than maintaining roads.
They said that implementing the
bike path plan would promote
health, would help with traffic
congestion and noise pollution
and would ensure that children
would have a safe way to ride
through town.
Mayor Tom Rushing thanked
the students for coming to the
meeting. He said that in his 12
years on the city council and
more than six years as mayor, he
had never seen students give a

SEREGEN
Series
Home Standby Generator
Systems

We stock them. We sell them.
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Chnstian Magic Show
planned for April 28
Staff Report
First Presbyterian Church
will present a Chnsnan Magic
Show at 6:30 pm. on April 28.
at the church on South Main
Street at 16th Street Clay
Bngance, a student at Murray
State University is expected to
perform Bngance majors in
psychology and minors in
MSU's Youth & Nonprofit
Leadership Program
He is truly one (if the best
magicians I have ever seen,"
said Dr. Roger Weis, director of
the Y NI, program.
Signs will be posted in front
of the church and an ad will
appear in the Murray Ledger &
Times The event is open io
everyone and everyone is invited to partake of refreshments
after ifi.tbicc
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Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray City
will meet at 6 30 p m
Thursday in City Hall The
council will vote on a resolution authorizing the mayor to
sign applications under the
Recover Act Edward Byrne
Memorial Justice Assistance
Grant Program, which would
allow for purchasing equipment for the Murray Police
Department
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916
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Obituaries
Jerry Brock
The funeral for Jerry Brock will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Imes-Miller Funeral Home, Bro. Ricky Cunningham will officiate. Pallbearers will be Vincent Clinard, Gary
Barnett. Darren Price, Darrel Watson. Scott Mays,
and Ken. Kenney and Trevor Baldwin. Burial will
follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to
8 p.m. today (Wednesday)and from noon to 8 p.m.
thursday. Online condolences may be made at
ww.iMeS171111ercom.
Mr. Brock. 87, Murray, died Monday. April 20.
20)9, at 6:05 p.m. at his home. An Army veteran
of World War IL he attended Hardin Baptist
Church. Preceding him in death were his wife,
Brock
Charldean Elliott Brock, two grandsons, Jamie
Cantrell and Duane Whitten, his parents, Steve and
Sallie Davis Brock, six brothers and two sisters.
Survivors include two daughters, Pat Mathis and
husband, David, and Brenda Baldwin and husband,
Ken, and one son, Vincent Clinard, all of Murray; 10
grandchildren, Kim Barnett and husband, Gary, Dawn Mays and
.husband, Scott, Crystal Bucy and husband, Joshua, Darren Price and
wife. Christy. Kenny and Trevor Baldwin. Vincent Clinard Jr. and
wife, Rachel. Frank and William Clinard, and Jeremy Clinard and
wife, Anna; 19 great-grandchildren. Kala Stalls, Austin and Ashton
Barnett, Peyton, Carson, Hunter and Parker Mays, Cheyenne and
Tyler Bucy, Dylan, McKenzie and Brooklyn Price, Delta, Aticus.
Baylyn and Emily Clinard, Kaitlyn and Jordan Pendergrass, and
Jacob Cantrell; one great-great-grandson, Brylee Phillips; 3 brothers
and 4 sisters.

Mrs. Annie Elizabeth Suiter Chester
A graveside service for Mrs. Annie Elizabeth Suiter Chester will
be Thursday at 1 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. John Dale and
Gary Knuckles will officiate. Visitation will be from II a.m. to
12:30 p.m. Thursday at Collier Funeral Home of Benton. Online
condolences may be made at www.collierfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Chester, 85, Mayfield, Brewers community, died Monday.
April 20, 2009, at 6:25 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center,
Mayfield. A homemaker, she was a member of Briensburg Church
of Christ and was a graduate of Kirksey High School.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Gordon Chester; her
parents, William Burie and Paula Ray Sinter; two brothers, Ray
Suiter and Jim Suiter, and one sister, Nell Suiter Ramsey.
Survivors include one son, Robert Chester and wife, Deb, Fort
Knox; one daughter. Cheryl Chester, Colorado Springs, Colo.; four
grandchildren; three great-grandchildren; four sisters. Mrs. Glenda
Newsome and husband, James, Murray. Mrs. Frances Carlton and
husband, Robert, Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Lois Gibson, Farmington
Hills, Mich., and Mrs. Sue Vanorman, Milan, Mich.: several nieces
and nephews.

Mrs. Pauline Dick
The funeral for Mrs. Pauline Dick was today (Wednesday) at II
a.m, in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry
Lambert officiated. Oneida White was organist. Pallbearers were
Travis Garland, John McConnell, Larry Swift, Travis Taylor and
Ryan Marchetti. Burial was in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom.
Mrs. Dick. 89. Murray, died Monday, April 20, 2009, at 9:45 a.m.
at Spring Creek Health Care. She was a member of First United
Methodist Church of Murray. Preceding her in death were her husband. Herbert James Dick, one brother, James Alton. and one sister.
Evelyn Waldrop. Born Feb. 8, 1920, she was the daughter of the late
Ruben Alton and Neveda Orr Alton. Survivors include one daughter,
Teresa Garland, two sons. Randy Dick and wife. Debby, and Gary
Dick and wife, Gail, four grandchildren, Heather McConnell and
husband, John, Brittany Garland, Travis Garland and Kelly Dick:
one great-grandchild, Cora Lynn McConnell.

Vesta Ruth Cndcher
The funeral for Vesta Ruth Crutcher was Monday at I() a.m. in the
chapel of Anglin Funeral Home, Dover. Tenn. Burial was in the
Wofford Cemetery, Dover. Miss Crutcher, 85, Dover. Tenn., died
Friday. April 17, 2009. at her home. She was the daughter of the late
Henry Clinton Crutcher and Hontas Wiggins Crutcher of Stewart
County. Tenn. Also preceding her in death were two brothers.
William Henry and John Rudy Crutcher, and three sisters, Vadie
Outland, Virginia Nolin and Gladys Whitford. Survivors include two
sisters, Annie Laura Nolin, Mayfield. Ky., and Janetta Nelson,
Dover: numerous nieces and nephews including Shirley Jones,
Cadiz. Ky.. Betty Moreland. Wingo, Ky., Helen Spann O'Cull,
Murray. Ky., Harrel Crutcher. Dry Ridge, Lillian Fowler and Jose
Fowler. Donnie and Hildon Nolin and Jan Harris, all of Mayfield.
K y.

Glee Edward Paschall
Glen Edward Paschall. 78, Puryear. Tenn., died today
(Wednesday). April 22. MN. at 6:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements

Despite Fed bailout,
banks still in distress
WASHINGTON (API America's banks are still broken
despite all their bailout billions.
Treasury Secretary Timothy
Geithner told impatient rescue
overseers Tuesday as they
pressed him on when things will
get better and how much it will
cost.
A bleak new report estimated
U.S. banks and other financial
institutions could lose a stunning $2.7 trillion.
How well is the mostly-spent
$7(X) billion federal bailout
working'' "To date, frankly, the
evidence is mixed,- Geithner
told a congressionally appointed
oversight panel.
Confidenc.. in the program is
wearing thin on Capitol Hill.
With lawmakers back from their
spring break, even bailout supporters are skeptical that
Congress - weary of bankers'
bonuses and still-scarce credit
- would approve additional
hank rescue money if requested.
Geithner's testimony signaled that the administration
was not preparing to ask.
Wall Street was cheered by
Geithner's assessment that the
vast majority" of banks could be

considered
well-capitalized.
Bank stocks had slid on Monday
but bounced back on Tuesday.
Still, the government's effort
to stabilize the financial sector
and unclog credit markets has
come under heavy scrutiny.
Officials must do a better job in
carrying out and explaining its
efforts to shore up the Anancial
system, the head of the oversight
panel told Geithner.
"The sense of fear and uncertainty has not gone away. but it's
been joined by a new sense of
anger and frustration." said
Elizabeth Warren. who is also a
Harvard University law prolesS011

"People are angry that, even
if they have consistently paid
their bills on time and never
missed a payment, their TARPassisted banks are unilaterally
raising their interest rates or
slashing their credit lines."
Of the $700 billion authorized by Congress for the
Troubled Asset Relief Program
last October. Geithner said about
$110 billion is left. With about
$25 billion expected to be repaid
this year. the total available is
about $135 billion.

KYSEFt LOUGFOLedger & Times

SPRING FASHION SHOW: Holly Georgiou, one of the models at the Hospice Spring Fashion Show, stops to talk with attendees. The show, held at First United Methodist Church in Murray, offered attendees lunch, fashion and a silent auction, all to
benefit the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice House.

Taliban tightens grip on northwest Pakistan
iSLAISIABAD (AP) Taliban militants in Pakistan's
Swat Valley have extended their
grip to a neighboring northwest
district, officials said this morning, patrolling roads and broadcasting radio sermons in the latest sign that a governmentbacked peace deal has actually
emboldened the extremists.
Pakistan's president signed
off on the peace pact last week
in hopes of calming Swat, where
some two years worth of clashes
between the Taliban and security
forces have killed hundreds and
displaced up to a third of the
one-time tourist haven's 1.5 million residents.
The agreement covers roughly one-third of Pakistan's North
West Frontier Province, a strategic stretch along the Afghan border and the tribal areas where alQaida and the Taliban have
strongholds.
Under the deal, the provincial
government agreed to impose
Islamic law, and the Taliban
agreed
to
a
cease-fire.
Supporters say the deal will
allow the government to reassert
control. However, critics,
including the White House, have
slammed it as an affront to
democracy and human rights.
and say it hands Islamist insurgents a sanctuary.

critics also have warned

that Swat could be the first
domino to fall to the Taliban and that Islamabad, capital of
the nuclear-armed nation less
than 100 miles (160 kilometers)
away, could eventually follow.
In recent days. the Swat militants have set their sights on
adjoining Boner district, sparking at least one major clash with
residents.
Istiqbal Khan, a lawmaker
from Buner, told The Associated
Press that the militants had
entered the district in "large
numbers" and started setting up
checkpoints at main roads and
strategic positions.
"They are patrolling in
Buner. and local elders and clerics are negotiating with them to
resolve this issue through talks,"
he said.
The militants in Buner also
are using radio airwaves to
broadcast sermons about Islam.
and have occupied the homes of
some prominent landowners,
said a police official who insisted on anonymity because he was
afraid of retaliation.
He said the militants have
also warned barbers to stop
shaving men's beards and stores
to stop selling music and
movies. The militants have
established a major base in the

village of Sultanwas and ha%e

sitsln t explain

set up positions in the nearby
hills, the police official said.
Militants also have taken over
the shrine of a famed Sufi saint
known as Pir Baba, he said.
The provincial government's
chief executive warned that
authorities would eventually
take action if the militants didn't
leave Butter.
"They must pack up and go
home," Amir Haider Khan Hoti
told state-run television.
Since the provincial government agreed to the deal in
February, Taliban fighters had
adopted a lower profile and
stopped openly displaying
weapons in Swat as part of a
cease-fire.
But on Tuesday, upon the
radio-broadcast orders of Swat
Taliban
chief
Maulana
FazIullah. the militants began
roaming parts of the valley with
rifles and other weapons.
An AP reporter saw the
patrols in Mingora, the valley's
main city.
Residents from nearby towns
in Swat said militants were setting up checkpoints on several
roads. The residents requested
anonymity out of fear for their
lives. Fazlullah ordered his
fighters to withdraw again in a
broadcast on Wednesday. He

Swat Taliban spokesman
Muslim Khan could not immediately be reached for continent.
In a recent interview, Khan said
al-Qaida leader Osama bin
Laden and other militants aiming to oust the U.S. from
Afghanistan would be welcome
and protected in Swat. - a statement the government condemned.
Pakistani officials complain
that India and other regional
rivals are fomenting trouble in
its border regions.
Today, Interior Ministry chief
Rehman
Malik
accused
Afghanistan of harboring a separatist leader from Pakistan's
restive Baluchistan province.
Malik
claimed
that
Bramdagh Bugti was living in
Kabul and that phone taps implicated him in the kidnapping in
Baluchistan of an American
U.N. worker freed earlier this
month.
Speaking in Parliament.
Malik also alleged that Balich
rebels were being trained lit
camps in Afghanistan arjd
implied that they were support0
by India and Russia.
American officials acknowledge that such tension and mistrust is hampering efforts Co
combat the Taliban.

h).

Congress rejuvenates Clinton COPS program
WASHINGTON (AP)- A
community policing program
that President Bill Clinton created and President George W.
Bush tried to curtail is making a
strong comeback under the new
Democratic administration.
The economic stimulus package enacted in February provided SI billion to expand the
Community Oriented Policing
Services grant program, known
as COPS. This morning. the
House is likely to pass a bill
approving additional money for
50.(XX) new beat cops nationwide over the next five years.
For police departments grappling with hiring freezes and
layoffs because of the weak
economy. the COPS revival
comes just in time.
"The program is incredibly
important,"
said
Andrea
Mournighan. director of governmental affairs for the National
Association
of
Police
Organizations. Crime goes up
when the economy goes bad.
she said, and "not enough officers on the street means there is
no one there to deter crime."
Competition for the SI billion in stimulus money enough to retain or create about
5.5(X) jobs
has been intense.
The Justice Department's COPS
office already has received grant
requests from local police
departments totaling S8.4 billion, said spokesman Corey Ray.
The original Clinton plan,
enacted as part of a crime bill in
1994. envisioned hiring I(1).000
police officers who would walk
the streets, visit the schools and
get to know the communities
they were policing. The federal
government paid 75 percent of
the cost for three years. with a
salary and benefit cap of
575,(XX) per officer.

The program quickly ran into report that COPS constituted ful in doing exactly what it was
political
trouble
when about 1 percent of total local designed to do - get cops of
Republicans took control of the spending on police services the sidelines," said Rep
House in 1995 and objected to from 1994 through 2001 and Anthony Weiner. D-N.Y.. sponthe greater federal role in local contributed to a 2.5 percent sor of the House bill to expand
law enforcement. In late 1995 decline in violent crime in COPS. He noted that while New
the COPS program was one of roughly the same period.
York City has been able to ackl
the major areas of dispute durSince its inception. the pro- thousands to its force under
ing the standoff between Clinton gram has spent $12.4 billion and COPS, much of the money ho
and Republicans that led to a made grants to hire 117.000 gone to small towns and sheriff'
partial government shutdown.
police officers.
programs where the addition Of.
The Bush administration.
"It's been singularly success- a single cop can be significant:
saying the 100,000 hiring goal
had been reached and questioning the effectiveness of the program, tried every year to reduce
the COPS budget. In recent
years Congress has provided
Investments Since 1854
funds for equipment and technology grants, but has approved
almost no money for new hiring.
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Humphreys to speak
at Book and Bean

TH4N6. WHAT

\

FLAVOf? TEA
It is a pleasure to write
Born in
about my newest colleague in 1897
in
Murray State's Department of South CarHistory.
olina.
Dr. James S. Humphreys Simkins wa,
knows the American South. considered
His book "Francis Butler racial liber
beforc
Simkins: A Life," about the al
important and eccentric south- World Wai
ern historian, has recently been
Hi,
Home and
published by the University book
Away
Press of Florida. A talk on -South CarBy James
Simkins and a book signing olina During
Duane Bolin
will be held this evening at ReconstrucLedger & Times
5:30 at the University Book tion," chalColumnist
and Bean on Chestnut Street lenged his
in Murray.
mentor William Dunning and
Dr. Humphreys came to us the Dunning interpretation of
last Fall after teaching stints the "huge failure" of Reconat the University of Virginia's struction. In his latter years,
College at Wise and at Lam- however, Simkins came to
buth University in Tennessee. believe in what he called -the
A native of Kinston, North everlasting South." a South that
Carolina, Humphreys did his would never change from the
undergraduate work at Camp- traditional characteristics of
bell University: he complet- white supremacy, loyalty to the
ed a masters degree at North Democratic Party, with blacks
Carolina State University and as second class citizens, "no
a Ph.D. in southern history at matter how many laws were
Mississippi State University.
passed." "And, of course, he
"How did you get inter- was wrong," Humphreys quickested in the history of the ly added.
American South?- I recently
Humphreys's biography has
asked Humphreys. "Well, I already received rave reviews.
think being a southerner cer- The Kentucky and southern
tainly interested me in it,- he historian Thomas H. Appleton,
Said.
Jr. wrote that "Humphreys has
"And I also came to it written far more than a crathrough the Civil War." "I stud- dle-to-grave biography.
ied a lot of Civil War and ReconHis is a carefully nuanced
struction, actually," before con- examination of Simkins and
Centrating on the American his times. This volume is a
South. "You research your godsend for those interested in
past," he said, "and find out southern history.
not only about your past, but
A masterful biography."
about yourself."
And Orville Vernon Burton,
I asked Humphreys how the author of "The Age of Linhe became interested in the coln" wrote that "Humphreys
historian Simkins as the sub- provides us with an important
ject for his book. "He intrigued biography of Francis Butler
me," he said. "I had always Simkins. one of the most sigheard about his eccentricities, nificant and enigmatic pioneers
lind unfortunately that sort of of southern history. Humphreys
tlouded some of his work."
re-creates the life of the intelHumphreys found Simkins's lectual in the twentieth-centupapers at Longwood College ry South."
in Farmville, Virginia, where
At
Murray
State,
Simkins had taught from the Humphreys teaches courses in
3920s to the 1960s, "and no the Old South, the New South,
one had really ever gone through military history, and world histhem," he said.
tory.
: Simkins came to fascinate
I am proud to call him my
umphreys,and by all accounts, colleague and friend. For an
Fiinkins was a fascinating char- interesting talk about an interpeter. "He would take his esting character, come hear
thoes off in class,- said James Humphreys's talk this
Humphreys. "and he would put evening at the University Book
6s feet on his desk with his and Bean. You will be glad
toes sticking through his socks." you did.
Simkins was apparently
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Oblivious that "he looked sort Department of History at Murof funny with his toes stick- ray State University. Contact
ing out of his socks" while he him at duane.bolin@murtaught class.
raystate.edu.
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When poetry goes to the movies
When poetry goes to the
movies, audiences sit up and
take notice. Even the most dedicated poetry bashers want to
know who wrote the memorable words uttered on the
screen and where we can get
hold of them.
In my case, it was my mother who filled in the blanks one
long-ago Sunday when we
watched television together and
saw the film,"One Touch of
Venus," a retelling of the Pygmaim myth.
The story involved a sculpture of the love goddess that
was on display in a department store. A floorwalker.
played by Robert Walker, was
so enamored of the statue that
when no one was looking he
kissed her. In an instant, she
was transformed into Ava Gardner.
She wore a flowing chiffon
gown that left one of her
creamy shoulders bare. When
George Sands, who played the
perennial rogue, saw Venus in
the flesh for the first time, he
quoted poetry because plain
old prose couldn't quite express
the right sentiment:
"She walks in beauty like

the night/ Of cloudless skies
and starry climes" he said, in
an awe-struck whisper.
My mother recited the rest
of Lord Byron's poem for me,
something she'd had to memorize in high school.
On a different Sunday afternoon in front of the tv with
my father, I watched "Gunga
Din," a story of colonial India.
Daddy explained that a poem
by Rudyard had inspired the
movie.
My father had learned it by
heart when he was a school
boy in Canada, and he could
still quote the poem verbatim,
ending with the dramatic last
line, "You're a better man than
I am, Gunga Din."
In high school. I went to
the movies with my friends.
Every Friday night in 9th grade,
we trouped to the Forum Theatre on Main Street. Most of
the time, we were more interested in socializing than we
were with whatever was on
the screen, but when "Splendor in the Grass" was the feature, we paid attention.
The plot involved teenage
angst and sexual repression,
starring Natalie Wood and War-

To the Editor,
On Wednesday, April 15th,
at about 12:00 noon while leaving my office at 304 North
4th, 1 saw a group of individuals demonstrating and carry- tration, that spending pales in
ing signs as they walked north comparison.
on North 4th Street toward the
On Thursday morning, a
Calloway County Judicial Cen- number of media outlets carter.
ried the nationwide protest
The citizens were protest- which was organized to protest
ing governmental funding by spending in Washington. That
Washington as of late. I found very day. I noted in our local
it interesting this group had paper the lead story of the
waited until after the prior Murray Calloway County Tranadministrations sit Authority receiving a
Republican
since President Reagan entered $1,496,250.00 check authorized
office had run up a $10 tril- by Congress for our local tran(S I 0,000,000,000,000) sit service.
lion
deficit while continually cutWas the Wednesday group
ting taxes for the wealthy.
asking the Thursday monies preCompared to the current sented to the Murray Calloway
outlays by the new adminis- County Transit Authority be

ren Beatty.
One of the
most captivating
scenes took
place
in
English
class. The
teacher
quoted
Words worth's Main Street
"Ode: Inti- By Constance
mations of
Alexander
Immortality" Ledger & Times
ending with
Columnist
"Though
nothing can
bring back the hour/ Of splendour in the grass, of glory in
the flower."
Since April is National Poetry Month, there is still time
to check out a few other films
that make great use of poetry
in the script. One of my
favorites is "II Postino," that
uses the poems of Pablo Nemda. "Shakespeare in Love" is
also at the top of my list, with
its extensive quotes from the
bard's work.
In "Out of Africa," when
the Robert Redford character
dies, A.E. Housman's `To an

111Mis

Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
www.house.goy/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen.. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343
www.lim bunning@bunning.senate.goy

U.S. Sen.. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Washington, D.C. 20510

mourners COM.

William Butler Yeats' words
are quoted in "Peggy Sue Got
Married" and "Bull Durham."
and Longfellow's in "In the
Bedroom."
The main character in "Wit" -- first a play
and then a film - is a scholar of metaphysical poet John
Donne. If you think you don't
like poetry, you might celebrate National Poetry Month
by seeing a few films that tuck
poetry into the script so skillfully that you hardly know it's
there. For lists of films that
quote poetry, log on to:
http://www.poets.org/viewmedia.php/prmMID/19359
Read Main Street online at
wwwmurrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@ newwave
conun.net.

tract but for the wrong reason. Maybe we should have
weekly protests all over our
country like they still do in
England, France, Spain and
returned? Does anyone in the even Australia over subjects
Wednesday group ride the Mur- which effect people's lives.
Such as free health care for
ray Transit, or is that service
simply for our older citizens every single American, child
on fixed income and poor, and care for any working parent who
needs it while they work, it
people with no income?
I was particularly interested they can get or maintain a job.
in page 2 of Thursday's paper. where they can pay taxes and
The top left story was about provide for their families; help
unemployment benefits having for the desperately unemployed
expired for thousands of Ken- until they can find a job that
tuckians when we all know there they desperately want.
are untold millions who are
Personally, I applaud the
eligible for unemployment ben- current administration who is
efits that are unemployed.
simply trying to balance the benWith more than fifty -mil- efit of being an American which
lion (50,000,000) people lack- has gotten so out of whack under
ing health insurance in our coun- the Cheney/Bush years.
try, I am a bit puzzled why
We have seen eight(8) years
we don't have mass rallies of the protection of those of
protesting the lack of benefits means and look at the state
for the people of America who of our country today. This mess
really need it.
didn't start twelve (12) weeks
You know the unemployed, ago.
uninsured, and transit riders
I would venture that at the
are those who don't have a voice end of the Obama administrain Washington or Frankfon. I tion, while our nation may well
find it interesting that almost still be in debt, there will have
every community I pass through been millions of Americans
is building or renovating their who will have been helped as
hospitals with multi-million- government should provide
dollar upgrades.
instead of wasting trillions as
Now those folks have has been thrown away over
money. Lots and lots of money, the past eight (8) years.
but who can afford it.
Sincerely,
Maybe the marchers of
Ricky A. Lamkin
Wednesday are on the right
Murray, Ky.

OUR READERS
WRITE

1mme,

Athlete Dying Young" is read
at the grave. "Four Weddings
and a Funeral," makes use of
Auden's "Funeral Blues."
Stop all the clocks, cut off
the telephone.
Prevent the dog from barking with a juicy bone.
Silence the pianos and with
muffled drum
Bring out the coffin, let the
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MSU class raises $4,000 for Ki_iitacky Home-pi-ace
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
After picking a worthy
organization and putting forth
their best efforts, a Murray
State University class raised
enough to pay for more than a
month of services from the
Kentucky Homeplace.
The Kentucky Homeplace is
program that helps the uninsured gain access to discounted
prescription drugs. Although
the state funding was cut in
January. local health advocates
have worked to continue covering the $3,000 monthly cost for
the service in Calloway Cour!)
,
since then.
Gina Winchester's youth and
non-profit leadership class
chose the organization as their
semester project after Donna
Herndon came to the class and

informed thew ot ale merits or
the program and its needs.
Winchester said the students
convinced several area businesses to hold rebate nights to
contribute to the program and to
donate food for box lunches.
Last week, the students delivered 600 of the box lunches and
Winchester said the class raised
a total of more than $4,000 by
the end.
Winchester also estimated
that each student probably contributed an average of $20 each
to the total. Herndon said this
probably had a big effect on'
how much the students were
able to raise by the end.
"That buy-in (from the students) is important." she said.
"It's hard to ask someone to
support something if you don't
support it yourself."

HAWKINS TEAGUELedger & Times

Amber Roach of the Murray State University Office of Regional Stewardship (seated, right) hands a donation to Donna
Herndon for the Kentucky Homeplace program in front of Gina Winchester's (pictured far left) youth and non-profit leadership
class. The class helped raise more than $4,000 for the program in Calloway County. Also pictured are Angels Community
Clinic board chairman Dennis Norveli (far right, front) and local Horneplace director Carla Gray to the right of Winchester in the
front row.

Tenet Healthcare Corp. posts profit
DALLAS 1AP) — Hospital
operator Tenet Healthcare Corp.
went from a loss to a profit in
the first quarter, partly on a gain
from a debt exchange, the company said in releasing preliminary results Tuesday.

Tenet also raised its outlook
for the full year.
The preview of Tenet's firstquarter results urove the stock
higher in premarket trading, rising 44 cents. or 31 percent, to
$1.86.

HAWKINS TEAGUErLedger & flmes

VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR: Sachiko Brown (pictured) was
honored this week as the Volunteer of the Year for Angels
Attic. Brown received the award at the annual volunteer luncheon. The Angels Attic thrift store depends on the donations
from the community and sales to fund the Angels Community

Tenet said it expects net
income attributable to common
shareholders of $178 million, or
37 cents per share. That's an
improvement from a loss of $31
million, or 6 cents per share, in
last year's first quarter.
Thos results include a $134
million
gain
on
Tenet's
exchange of debt. In January,
Tenet offered to swap up to $1.6
billion worth of notes .due in
2011 and 2012 for new debt due
in 2014 and 2019, in a bid to
postpone debt obligations and
preserve cash amid a tight credit
environment.
Analysts polled by Thomson
Reuters expected break-even
earnings per share.
The company said first-quarter
revenue rose to $2.28 billion, up
from $2.18 billion in the first
quarter of 2008, an increase of
4.7 percent.
Tenet said it expects full-year
results ranging from a net loss of
$55 million to net income of $75
million. Analysts expect a loss
of 14 cents per share.

Outpatient visits at hospitals
open at least a year rose 0.7 percent, the company said, but
same-hospital admissions fell
1.3 percent. The company also
saw a decline in admissions of
patients covered by commercial
insurance, a sign of increasing
unemployment atnid the recession.
Tenet is scheduled to release
its full first-quarter results May
5.

Photo provided

MCCH SPONSORS FOURTH TEA PARTY: Jennifer Wilson
(left), executive director of the American Red Cross in
Calloway County receives a donation from Melony Bray,
director of marketing at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, for
the Calloway County Red Cross Tea Party. MCCH also
donated Frisbees for children in attendance at the event. The
Red Cross Tea Party is an annual fundraiser to be held
Sunday at the Weaks Community Center from 3 to 4:30 p.m.

Light the Wa:4,
to aCure!

RELAY
FOR LIFE

Relay For Life Luminaria Ceremony
Fri., May 1, 2009 9 p.m. Stewart Stadium
Murray State University' Campus

Relay For Life Luminaria Order Form
GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE

$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria

THURSDAY, MAY 28, 2009 AT 11:00 A.M.
AT 704 N. 18TH STREET, MURRAY, KY 42071 THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY
OF HOUSE AND LOT 704 N. 18TH STREET, MURRAY. KY 42071

Light a luminaria in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle with
cancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor or to SUPPORT a caregiver.
Memorial luminarias, are a symbol of HOPE for future cancer patients. Survivors' lurninarias are
a symbol of HOPE for their today and many tomorrows. Each lurninaria will be personalized
with the name of the person being remembered or honored. The luminarias will line the track and
be lit for the Luminaria Ceremony at 9 p.m. on May 1. Join us for this special event!
C In Memor) of:
Din Honor of
P In Support of Caregiver

This is a frame house with 1008 square feet of living area iocated in a quiet neighborhood close to schools, churches and shopp n
h,
it is comprised of a Irving room lutcheniclimng room, three bedrooms, one bath and one car attached carport This
excellent buy for a family residence or an investor interested in rental property or resale alter repairs
The minimum acceptable bid for this property is $26,851
The house will be open for inspection from 10.00 to 11 00 a rn . Thursday. May 21. 2009
Payment of the current year's property taxes are the responsibility of the purchaser.
Clear title to this property is not warranted The U.S. Marshals Deed is riot a general warranty deed Buyers are advised to ha..
the property's title examined. Written notification regarding encumbrances on the property must be made to the Paducah RO,
Development Office within 30 days of the date of sale

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that on Thursday. May 28. 2009. at 11 00 am at 704 N 18th Street. Murray. KY 42071 in order to raise the
sum of $21.193.48 principal, together with interest credit subsidy granted in the amount of $35,796 67, plus interest in the amount
of Si 544 65 as of June 26, 2008, and interest thereafter on the principal at $5 1663 Imm June 26.2008 until the date of Judgment,
plus interest on Me Judgment amount (principal plus interest to the date of Judgment) at the rate of 0 69%, computed daily and
compounded annually. until paid in full and for the costs of this action, pursuant to Judgment and Order ot Sale, being Civil Action
No 5 08CV-140-R on the Paducah Docket of the United States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky entered on
December 15. 2008. in the case of United Slates of America vs Estate of Barbara Bassford, ET AL. the following described property
will be sold to the highest and best bidder
House and iot at 704 N 18th Street. Calloway County. Murray, KY 42071 Being the same real estate conveyed to Barbara Bassford
by Deed from Don Riley, a single man . Clifton Coleman and Marie Coleman. dated August 24, 1987 and recorded in Book 170. Card
2289, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office The said Barbara Bassford died intestate on October 1, 2007. a resident of Calloway
County, Kentucky leaving as her only heir-at-law her daughter. Peggy Bassford
TERMS OF SALE Ten percent(10%i of the bid price in the form of a Certified Check made payable to the US. Marshal) on the day
of the sate with good and sufficient bond for the balance, bearing interest at the rate of 0 69°, per annum until paid, due and payable
in 90 days and said bond having the effect of a Judgment Upon a default by the Purchaser the deposit shall be forfeited and
retained by the U S. Marshal as a part of the Proceeds of the sale, and the property shall again be offered for sale subiect to
confirmation by the Court
This sale shall be in bar and foreclosure of all right, title, interest, estate claim, demand or equity of redemption of the defendant(s)
and of all persons claiming by, through, under or against them provided the purchase price is equal to two-thirds of the appraised
value If the purchase once is not equal to Iwo-thirds of the appraised value the Deed shall contain in a lien in favor of the defendant
(s) reflecting the right of the detendanust to redeem dunng the period provided by law (KRS 426 530) Under law the purchaser deemed to be on notice of all matters affecting the property of record in the local County Clerk's Office
Mary Ann Smith, Area Specialist
Inquiries should be directed to
USDA RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Telephone. 270-247-9525 ext 4

(please use oneform per person!

Name
Please Print Clearly

Your Name
Address
City/Statel/ip

Daytime Phone

Donation Enclosed S

Total Number of Luminaria Bags for this Person_

0 Cash 0 Check made payable to American Cancer Society
0 Read name during luminaria ceremony at Relay
0 No ackno%ledgment necessar) or

0 Not necessar) to read name during cememony

El Send acknoiledgment card to.

Name
Address
City'Statelip
Please mail Luminaria Order Form and donation to

Relay' for Life, 100 N. 5'h Street, Murray, KY 42071
or return to The Murra) Bank. For more luminaria information, contact Carol Sims(270)753-15/8.
CANCER SURVIVORS: To pick up a shin. you must pre-register by April I st Call Melissa at (270)382-2613.
You can sign in for the sin ivor lap at RSEC after 3p.m. on Fri., May I

Luminariss sponsored by

4)
MUH

ay Bank
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Summer School will be offered
at Calloway County High School

_Wimilversary

lo's
Datebook

Summer School will be offered at
Calloway County High School for CCHS students. The dates will be June 5 through June
19. Sign up will begin on April 24. Students
need to pick up information and sign up for
summer school in the Library Media Center
of the high school.
For more information, call 762-7374, ext.
135 and speak with Melissa Spiceland or call
the guidance Office of CCHS at 762-7374,
ext. 106.

MHS seeking nominations
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Murray High school is seeking nominations
for the Site-Based Decision Making Council.
Editor
Any eligible parent may pick up an application
at the MHS office between the hours of 8 a.m and 3 p.m.
Nominations must be received by Thursday. Voting will take place
on April 29 and 30.
Evening of Chocolate Delight planned
The 7th Annual Evening of Chocolate Delight will be Thursday
at 5 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house. This event is being
sponsored by the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's club
and is rescheduled after being canceled because of the ice storm.
Tickets are $5 in advance and can be purchased from the Chamber
of Commerce, a Kappa member and Loretta Jobs Century 21 office.
Tickets at the door will be $7 each. All proceeds will benefit CASA.

Hazel meeting Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Ballard in 1949
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Charles Ballard of
Murray will be honored on their 60th wedding anniversary by their family at their
home on Thursday. April 23. 2009.
Mr. Ballard and the former Bonita
Francis Thompson were married April 23.
1949 in Ashland.
Mrs. Ballard is the daughter of the late
Robert Russell Thompson and Mabel Ruth
Troy Thompson of Charleston, W.Va

Mr. and Mrs. Ballard in 2009
Mr. Ballard is the son of the late Dewey
Charles Ballard and Mona Mae Harless
Ballard of Danville, W.Va.
Their children are Joseph Charles Ballard
Jr. and wife Linda, of Paducah, the late Jon
Randall Ballard, the late David Bryan
Ballard, Jeffery Alan Ballard of Murray, and
Beverly Vasterling and husband, Frank, of
Murray.
Their grandchildren are Mark Ballard

FUN & FASHION

THE RATES

YOU WANT.
THE NAMES
YOU KNOW.
The annual Murray Calloway
County Hospice luncheon and style
show was a great success. The ladies
at Hospice and the volunteers do a
wonderful job. We also would like to
thank all the donations for the silent
auction, there were some real nice
gifts.
I would also like to thank Jimmie
Joyce for her dedication to Hospice
and her participation in this annual
event.
Thanks also to Karen Olsen who
helped the models get ready and coordinated getting them ready.
I would also like to thank Janet
Wallis for helping get some of the
models and for helping them pick out
their outfits.
Thanks to all our models including
the cancer survivors. The models were
Evelyn Wallis. Kaye Warner. Dr. Jo
Robertson. Helen Foley. Cathy
Young, Nancy McMinn, Holly
Georgiou and Megan Stanley.
They all looked fabulous and did a
wonderful job of complimenting the
clothes.
The proceed, from the style show
will go toward the much anticipated
Hospice House. It is never too late to
donate to this worthy cause.
last Friday was all jewelry
205 off_ Congratulations to Katherine
Pittman who so on the door prize.
Come in this Friday and see what our
secret sale will be. We have a 50% off
spnng rack and 75% off on fall and
winto.
New shipments of handbags. flat
wallets. jewelry. cute tops and more.
Come in soon for the best selections.
9111 tuned to net: week:i Fun &
Fashion report
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and wife. Crystal, of Paducah,the late Kristi
Jo Ballard of Paducah, Trent Ballard and
Tracy Ballard of Murray, Zachary
Vasterling, Emily Vasterling, and Ethan
Vasterling of Murray.
Their great-grandchildren are Taylor
Henderson, Emma Ballard and Ian Ballard,
all of Paducah.

Greer named April
Student of the Month
for Rotary Club
Erica Greer, a senior at
Calloway County High School,
was selected as the April
Student of the Month for the
Rotary Club.
Greer has maintained a 4.0
grade point average throughout
high school and is on track to
graduate as a valedictorian for
the class of 2009. She is an
honor/AP student and has
achieved academic awards in
math, science and English.
The CCHS senior is a member
of the FFA where she currently
serves as the Chapter Secretary.
She has won several awards in
FFA including regional small
animal impromptu winner
twice. She was a member of the
winning regional Ag. sales con

Doctors'Discovery
Helps Diabetics
PHILADELPHIA — A tcamordoctors has found that a new fonnulationof
exotic sounding ingredients gives new
hope to diabetic patients
CinnatrolT" promotes healthy blood
sugar levels by efTectively metabolizing glucose into energy. In a research
study, all patients taking just one capful of the
(I or_) daily. drama&
cally lowered their sugar levels cornNeed to a placiebo group. Another study
found that an ingiedient in Cinnatrol
made insulin 20 times more capable of
consoling blood sugar to energy.
While individual results vary, one patient in the study lowered his blood sugar
from 220-245 to the 100-110 range in
only 28 days, despite being instructed
not to change his dietary habits or
physical activity. Some patients, ,trider their doctors care, have been able
to reduce or eliminate their need for
diabetic drugs. Scientists say that
Cinnatrol helps diabetic drugs to work
more efficiently.
Ctnnatrol is available vvithout a prescription at phannacies and nutnuon
stores or call 1-800-339-3301.
Now avaitabk at
WALTER'S PHARMACY
&Oa S. 12th St • 753-7418

WKEC meeting Thursday
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative will meet Thursday at 8
a.m. at Doubletree Suites Hotel, Lexington. at 8 a.m., eastern time.

Stockman's 4-H Club to meet

Erica Greer
test team where she scored high
individual. She is-also an active
member of the Pep Club, NSHS,
and Student Council. She participated in leadership Tomorrow
for the 2008-2009 school year.
Her community service work
consists of participating in the
CCHS recycling project, donating blood to the American Red
Cross, and participating in the
"adopt a resident" program at
the Glendale Place Retirement
Home. In her spare time, she
enjoys reading, spending time
with her family, and hanging out
with her friends.
Greer is the daughter of Donna
and Keith Brown and Donald
Greer.
She plans on attending
Georgetown College in the fall
where she will major in chemistry. A trustee's scholarship was
awarded to Greer from
Georgetown College.

$2.00 Off
with mention of this ad.
WALK-INS WELCOME!
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HEIRLOOM TOMATO PLANTS • ANNUALS
PERENNIALS BASKETS • HOUSEPLANT'S
One of the largest collections of herb/
in Western KY.
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Two teams will meet
Rifle and Pistol Teams of the 4-H ECHO Shooting Sports will
meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at Henry County Gun Club, Puryear, at 6
p.m. If you wish to car pool, meet at Glendale Place at 5:30 p.m.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway County
Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and will
assist in filing claims. For more information call toll free at 1-800772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270-247-8095.

Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai's
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. For
information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Magazine Club will meet
Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at dr
Garden Gate. Lois Keller, president, urges all members to attend.

Project Graduation meeting planned
Murray High School Project Graduation meeting will be today
(Wednesday) at 5:15 p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. All senior parents
and guardians are encouraged to attend.

Calloway County High School will be taking nominations for the
School-Based Decision Making Council until 3:30 p.m. on
Thursday. April 23. The election will be held on Thursday. April 30.
Parents/Guardians of students who attend CCHS for the 2009-200
school year are eligible to run. A nomination form and informational sheet may be picked up in the school's office between the hours
of 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday though Friday.

CCMS taking nominations

Naturally grown produce picked daily.
Open Tuesday-Saturday 9-5

Stockman's 4-H Club will meet Thursday from 3:30 to 5:15 p.m.
at the Extension Office.

CCHS taking nominations

Try some different and unusual varieties
from this area's most unique nursery.

Stylist
e
an

I

Don't settle for the same old
boring garden plants this season!

Angie Ladd

A special work day will be Thursday starting at 9 a.m. at Bauell
Cemetery. Trees and brush from the January ice storm will be collected for the county to pick up later. Any one having a chain saw is
especially needed. Sunken graves will be filled. All interested persons are invited to attend to help with the cleaning. Also donations
for the upkeep of the cemetery are requested by mailing them to
Willis Sanders, 8224 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, KY 42071.

Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in the private dining room 1 of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost a child or young
adult through death. For more information call Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324.

1437 Bethel Rd.• 270-753-4050
www.beanstoblossoms.com

Introduces...

Bazzell Cemetery plans work day

Compassionate Friends will meet

Ikkans

Hair & Nail Salon

The Family Resource Centers from Calloway County and
Murray Independent Schools, staff from school districts, and
Murray-Calloway County United Way will partner with the MSU
Rodeo Team to sponsor Kindergarten Round Up on Thursday from
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. at Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St. For
more information, call Calloway County Family Resource Center at
762-733 or Murray Family Resource Youth Services Center at 7599592.

American Legion Post 073 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Veterans Hall at 310 Bee Creek Dr. off of North Fourth
Street. All veterans are welcomed and invited to attend. For information call Commander Duane Brown at 227-6652 or 753-8985.

II

gfArie,

Kindergarten Roundup Thursday

American Legion Post will meet

49o • - • Nit
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The Committee that is organizing the 20th annual Hazel
Celebration will have its first meeting Thursday at 5 p.m. at Hazel
City Hall. Anyone interested in participating is invited. For information call 492-6477.

Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will have parent representatiVe elections on Monday. May
11, from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the school. Those eligible to vote are
parents or guardians of students who are enrolled at the school for
the 2009-2010 school year. Parents to serve will be the top two who
receive votes. Those eligible to run must have a student enrolled at
CCMS during the 2009-2010 school year and cannot be employed
in or be related to someone who is employed in the school or in the
district administrative office. If you would like to run e-mail your
name by April 29 to tressa.ross@munaystate.3edu.
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Henson and Grow

Chandler and Mathis

Anderson and Yezerski

Mr. and Mrs. David L. King of Paducah and Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Henson of Mayfield announce the engagement of their
daughter, Catherine Brooke Henson, to Brandon Dale Grow, son of
Randy and Debbie Grow of Nicholasville.
Miss Henson is the granddaughter of Laura McDougal of
Hermitage, Tenn., Carl Sarten of Clinton, Gerry Scott and Rollie
Henson of Benton and of the late Bob McDougal, Ann Sarten and
Bobby Scott.
Mr. Grow is the grandson of Eula McGuire of Harrodsburg,
Elizabeth Grow of Nicholasville and of the late Junior McGuire and
Charles Grow.
The bride-elect, a 2005 graduate of Heath High School, Paducah,
will be a May 2009 graduate of the University of Kentucky.
Lexington, where she is a candidate for a bachelor of science degree
in Integrated Strategic Communications. She is employed at Central
Bank in Lexington.
The groom-elect, a 2001 graduate of West Jessamine High
School, Nicholasville, is a 2006 graduate of University of
Kentucky, Lexington, with a bachelor of science degree in
Agricultural Economics . He is employed by United Parcel Service,
Lexington.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 13, 2009 at 6:30 p.m. at
North Lexington Church of Christ, Lexington. All relatives and
friends are invited.

Pat and David Grayson of Hazel and Greg and Paula Chandler of
Murray announce the engagement of their daughter, Suzanne
Chandler, to Jacob Mathis. son of Betty Kay and Michael Dick of
Murray and Rodger Mathis of Calvert City.
Miss Chandler is the granddaughter of Erwin Reiter Jr. and the
late Gloria Reiter of Bradenton, Fla., and T.E. and Betty Chandler
of Murray.
Mr. Mathis is the grandson of Charles and Dortha Mathis of
Calvert City.
The bride-elect is a 2004 graduate of Murray State University
and is employed by the Clarksville-Montgomery County School
system.
The groom-elect is a 2007 graduate of Capital University Law
School and is employed by The Kennedy Law Firm.
A private ceremony will be held in June 2009. Invitations will be
sent.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scott Anderson of Edmond, Okla.,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Erica Christine Anderson, to Matthew Jordan Yezerski. son of
Dr. and Mrs. John Allen Yezerski of Murray.
Miss Anderson is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Dochus Anderson of Dataw Island, S.C.. and Rev. and Mrs. Robert
Burtner Lowery of Loveland, Ohio.
Dr. Yezerski is the grandson of John Stephen Yezerski and the
late Lillian Yezerski of Media, Ohio and the late Mr. and Mrs.
William Hemming Mans of Glasgow.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate of Taylor University and is
presently serving with Africa Inland Mission as a teacher at Rift
Valley Academy in Kijabe. Kenya.
The groom-elect is a 2004 graduate of Samford University and a
2008 graduate from the University of Kentucky College of
Dentistry. During the past year Dr. Yezerski has been serving with
World Medical Mission in iCijabe, Kenya.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, Sept. 12, 2009 at
Dataw Island, S.C.

Stewart named winner
of Relay for Life
'Cover Kid' contest
Stewart
of Ballard
County ($1.025);
Mallory
McCracken County won the Brooklyn and Bryce of
2009"Be A Cover Kid" Contest McCracken County ($900);
by Paducah Parenting & Family Jeffery of Trigg County ($875);
Magazine, C-Plant Federal and Kenya of Calloway County
Credit Union, Krystal Klear ($851).
Applications are currently
Photography and the American
Cancer Society. Stewart raised available to participate in the
$3,860 for the Relay For Life of 2009"Be A Cover Kid" Contest.
Carlisle County. By raising the Pick up an application at the
most money for Relay For Life Paducah American Cancer
and the American Cancer Society office at 3140 Parisa Dr.
Society, Stewart earned the or call (270)444-0753, or go to
honor of gracing the cover of the www.relayforlife.org/mccrackApril issue of Paducah en (or your county). The deadParenting & Family Magazine. line for applications is Friday,
Combined. 37 contest partici- April 24, 2009. The contest will
pants who represented Relays run May 1-May 29.
The winner will be on the
For Life in Ballard. Calloway,
Carlisle, Crittenden, Livingston, cover of the April 2010 Paducah
Marshall, McCracken and Trigg Parenting & Family Magazine.
The American Cancer
counties raised $26,317 for the
Society is a nationwide, comAmerican Cancer Society.
The top ten fundraisers who munity-based voluntary health
are also pictured in the maga- organization dedicated to elimizine include Kinsley of nating cancer as a major health
McCracken County ($3,848); problem by preventing cancer,
Malle of Carlisle County saving lives, and diminishing
($3,835); Lydia of Trigg County suffering from cancer through
($2,315); Emma of Livingston research, education, advocacy
County ($1,500); Boston of and service.
For more information call 1Marshall County ($1,205);
or
visit
Carson of Livingston County 800-227-2345
($1,097); Hannah and Jonnah of cancer.org.

Lovett Live presents
Boles and Schlitz
Murray native Kaci Bolls will
perform with Grammy award
winner Don Schlitz on Friday at
7 p.m. in Murray State
University Lovett Auditorium.
Schlitz first recorded the song,
The Gambler," won a Grammy
and the Country
Music
Association's and the Academy
of Country Music's Song of the
Year. His songs have played
major roles in the careers of
Kenny Rogers, Randy Travis.
The Judds, The Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band, Tanya Tucker, Mary
Carpenter, Alison
Chapin
Krauss, and many other singers.
His 50 Top Ten's have included 24 number ones. He also
wrote the music and lyrics for
the Broadway musical, "The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer."
Schlitz was the ASCAP Country
Songwriter of the Year for four
consecutive years from 198891. He has won three CMA
Song of the Year awards, two
ACM Song of the Year awards.
two Grammy's, and many more
nominations. He was inducted
into the Nashville Songwriters
Association's Hall of Fame in
1993.
Schlitz lives, writes, and performs in Nashville, most often
with Thom Schuyler, J. Fred
Knobloch, and Jelly Roll
Johnson.
Up and coming singer/songwriter Bolls was named first
runner-up in the 2000 John

Lennon Songwriting contest in
two categories, folk and children's. An accomplished guitar
player and pianist, she lists a
wide range of musical influences from Karen Carpenter,
Shawn Colvin. Patsy Cline,
Amy Grant and Bonnie Raitt to
Bob Dylan and Emmy Lou
Harris.
Today, Bolls is in demand as a
demo singer for songs that have
been cut by arrjsts such as
Rimes,
LeAnn
Carrie
Underwood, Julie Roberts and
Sara Evans to name a few. She is
currently in the studio working
demos
with
on
artist
producer/songwriter
Odie
Blackmon.
The concept of Lovett Live
OnStage Series has taken off
with fans that want to get down
to the basics with the music. The
intimate coffee house style seating for 200 includes tables,
leather sofas and giant chairs set
up to bring the audience and
performers in union for an
unforgettable concert experience.
Tickets to see Bolls and
Schlitz are available for $15. To
purchase tickets in advance go
to www.ticketmaster.com, call
1-877-894-4473, or visit the box
office at the Regional Special
Events Center. Log onto
www.myspace.com/lovettlive
for the latest information about
upcoming events.

,2nnouncemenis

laxon Hunter Wallace

jaxon Hunter Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Wallace are the parents of a son. Jaxon
Hunter Wallace. born on Tuesday. March 3, 2009, at 7:05 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 9 pounds 4 ounces and measured 20 3/4 inches. The mother is the former Julie Bayne.
Grandparents are Bob and Janice Wallace of Murray, and Johnnie
and Lois Frailey and Greg and Reishel Bayne. all of Cave In Rock.

Piper Danielle Wyatt
Jeff and Dana Wyatt of Hickory are the parents of a daughter,
Piper Danielle Wyatt, born on Wednesday. March II. 2009, at 6:19
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 13 ounces and measured 19 3/4
inches. A sister is Patlin Lois Wyatt.
Grandparents are Danny and Pat Wright of Hickory and Dannie
Michael(Mike)and Linda Wyatt of Hardin.
Great-grandparents are Dorris and Ruby Hutchens of Hardin.
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Cemetery holds anniversary celebration

Ilvayemen/

On Oct. 25. 2008, the Dixon
Cemetery Association. Inc. celebrated the 146th Anniversary
of the Dixon Cemetery, located
between the rivers, and the successful completion of its
Campaign to Rehabilitate the
Dixon Cemetery, 2004 — 2008.
Forty-three members of the
Cemetery Community attended.
The Dixon Cemetery is an
active family cemetery, established in 1862. for the descendants of Perry Futrell. More
than 140 internments are
believed to have occurred there
and each known burial plot is
identified by a burial monument. The four year long rehabilitation campaign included the
removal of standing timber and
brush that had encroached upon
the Cemetery grounds which
threatened the preservation of
its burial monuments. New
burial monuments were also
installed at 39 burial plots that
had never been identified.
Cemetery
The
Dixon

Association, Inc is a Kentucky
nonprofit corporation formed to
provide perpetual care for the
Dixon Cemetery.

It recently

launched its Campaign to
Finance the Forever Fund, a
project to provide perpetual care
To
for the Dixon Cemetery

obtain more information write
the
Dixon
Cemetery
Association, Inc., 180 West
Drive, Murray, KY 42071.

Photo promded

Pictured are those attending the 146th anniversary celebration at Dixon Cemetery.

Lane and Bowland
Patricia Lane of Murray announces the engagement of her
daughter, Kimberely Anne Lane, to Andrew Coty Bowland, son of
J.T. and Gilea Anis of Paducah and Randy Bowland of Henderson.
Miss Lane is the daughter of the late Johnnie Lane of Murray.
Miss Lane is the granddaughter of the late Obie and Ethel
Mitchuson of Golden Pond.
Mr. Bowland is the grandson of Mary Hall and the late Cotton
Hall of Paducah and Don and Sue Bowland of Springfield, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed as an assistant to the district technology
coordinator of the Calloway County Board of Education.
The groom-elect will be graduating in May of 2009 with a
degree in civil engineering at Murray State University.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 16, 2009, at 6:30 p.m. at
Renee's at Paducah. All relatives and friends are invited.

Spring for one.
Get a second one free.
Two-for-one sale on Samsung messaging devices.

Photo provided

HAM BREAKFAST: Pictured, from left, are Ray Newsome,
Robbie Hamilton and Michael Witherholt, members of Murray
Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons, serving at the
country ham breakfast held recently at the Masonic Hall.
About 350 persons attend.

Calloway County
FFA Chapter gets
high ratings
During the last week of Superior;
Colin Horwood.
March, the Calloway County Diversified
Livestock
FFA Chapter took applications Production, Superior; Kara
and paperwork in 20 different Taylor,
Specialty
Crop
areas. When the day was over, Production, Superior; Patrick
all 20 areas received at least a Wyatt,
Diversified
Ag
superior ranking. Also. Junior Production, Superior; Amber
Clint McCoy was elected Eldridge,
Ag
Education,
Regional Secretary.
Superior;
Erica
Greer,
Regional Champions were Secretary's Book (With help
Joseph Kelly, Clay Choate, from Katlyn Barrow), Superior.
Travis Kim, Cassie Hendon. Carey Boggess. Scrapbook
Travis Lamb. Samantha Logan (With help from Ashleigh
Eldridge, Kara Taylor, Leanne
and Jay Green.
Complete Results are: Clint Luther.
Katlyn
Barrow,
Officer Samantha Logan, and Amber
McCoy, Regional
Candidate. Elected Regional Eldridge), Superior.
Secretary; Cassie Hendon, Beef
Calloway County has now
Production Placement, Superior qualified a total of 19 students
first; Clay Choate, Fiber and Oil for State Competition. FFA
Crop Production, Superior first; Field Day is scheduled for April
Diversified 15, and that will be the final
Green.
Jay
Horticulture. Superior first; competition for FFA members
Forage before
Kelly,
the
Joseph
FFA
State
Production, Superior first; Convention
in
mid-June.
Travis Kim, Beef Production, Calloway County will be going
Superior first; Travis Lamb, for the all-time school record
Agricultural Mechanics Repair fourth straight FFA Field Day
and Maintenance. Superior first; Overall Champion!
Logan,
Samantha
Sheep
Production, Superior first; Ben
Walters,
Tobacco
Essay.
Superior second; C.J. Dial,
Floriculture, Superior second;
Grant Barrow, Landscape
Management, Superior second;
Tatum Dale. Home/Community
Development, Superior second;
Ben Walters. Diversified Crop
Production, Superior second;
Andrew Coles, Agricultural
Services,
Superior;
Clint
McCoy. Wildlife Management,

IF YOU HAVE
AN EVENT TO
ANNOUNCE
CALL US AT
753-1916

BUY ONE FOR

$19999
GET ONE

after $50 moil-in rebate
AT&T Promotion Card with
2-year wireless service
agreement per phone
SAMSUNG
IMPRESSION"
Full keyboard for
easy:text messaging

Browse the

Web,
access email, and
send picture messages

BUY ONE FOR

BUY ONE FOR

$12999
GET ONE

$49
99
GET ONE

FREE

FREE

after SSO mat-in rebate
AT&T Promotion Card with
mnkrais S20/nio data plan
mauled and 2-year yereiess
Set*,&premier* par
atone

after $50 mad-in rebate.
AT&T Promotion Card villa
minimum S20imo data plan
required and 2-year serteses
service agraiwnent per
prone

SAMSUNG ETERNITY'

Samsung Propel"

Too( hsc r een With
tut! keyboard

Slim and sleek slider
with full keyboard

integrated GPS with
AT&T Navigator

AT&T Mobite Music
The
der
the
good
good
sale
reta
be,
liecr

FREE SHIPPING
iI

1.866.MOBILITY

ATT.COM — VISIT A STORE

NOW OFFERING
HomeFp
0hUoRneG R EAT
AdvancedS E R V I CESI _
Wireless
TV High-Speed Internet
41
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11.01 1k
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1 441u• Mot,

alleman

This
Real
MA!
Mar
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*Open Sunday
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CRadioshack.

refsanyvale11,1
Klhe Noel phones that work in the most counties
'AT&T imposes i Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge of up to S1.25 to help defray casts incurred m comptyng with otiagationx and charges imposed by State mt retiree telesotn
regutabons. State se Federal Universal %note cfurges. and surcharges for government assessments co AT&T These fees re not taxes or govenmentesguired charges
orayier Coverage
sariatip 41 I Year See coverage map at stores tor tletitls Urnited-Pree offer. Other conditions restncoons appty See iontrao S rate plan
Cote
Groat,,ra
Oeiai;s
misoi [yr 5 r.1k maiiiii-ru Ryti tortnin AT&T's owned wriest network oveage area op to $36 acts tee applies Equipment price 8 avail may wary by rnit & may
not be availatile hag. incfreperdet rptairrn Early Termination Fee: None if regretted Ifl the first 30 days but an to $20 restoclung fee may apply to equipment returns: thereafter up to $175
Some agents impose adel lees Ulltirriltad nec, services IJnItS voce svcs re provided solely for tree dialog between two indmduals No additional discounts are avasable with unlimited
plan gend war if rex nuds ar a$E, onc,oing urte triz, Or other carriers networks roffne usage') Sumac any IWO consecutrve months exceed your oftnet usage allowance AT&T may at rts
option terrivnate yoursvc, deny your contd use of other :tamers' coverage or change your: plan to one imposing usage charges for offnet usage Your offnet usage aBoeunce a equal to the lesser
of 750 Rens Or RA of the *mow own incEd with your plan data (gine usage allowance is the kisser oft P78 or 20% of the KB nerd with you Mal AT&T Promotion Cards Sarnsurg Propel
prices before AT&T Prornobon Cards. nwernum S20/rno data plan requred 4 with 2-year sr( agreement per ;hone are 599 99 & $4999. respectrely Samsung Eterwty prices before AT&T
Promotion Cads wino 520/mo data plan required & with 2-year set agreement per phone are 517999 54999 respectively Samsung "presses prices before AT&T Promotion Cards & with
2-year svc ageenent per phone are S24999 & S49 99 respeclmely Allow 60 days tor fulfilment Card may be used ono n the S & h valid for 120 days aher ssuance date birt is not
redeerr,able for caul I cannot be used for coo' ciathdrawai at ATMs or autarroted gasoline pumps Card request must be postmarked by 06;05/2009 & you must be a customer for 343 consecutive
days to receive cant Sales tax car-dated hasezi or Price o' onactemtee equipment P-2009 AT&T Intetiectvai Properly Service provided by EST Mobility All rights reserved AT&T. tha AT&T logo
and all other maks contained herein are trademarks at AT&T intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies At other marks contained !servo are the property of their respective owners
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$8.50 Column Inch, bfr Discount 2nd Run.
40% Discount 3rd Run.
An 3 Ails Mu--t Ri.i O. atm! r Pao
43.35 per column inch extra for Monday IShopping Guide!

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$12 per word per day.
•
ex.-7 1 .r •rcata
ir `-o-r Inr
Ine publisher maintams the night to reject or edet any submitted matter •
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Today
Wednesday
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Fri 11 up.
Fri ii vn.
Ilortl run.
Nail pit
Wet pin.

Ffldot
Saturday

TV 1 pia.

lb Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 7534927
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00535

CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC

PLAINTIFF.

CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

PLAINTIFF,

Anniversary • Birthday
Graduation
$.00
13E2 $10.00
2z2 *16.00

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
MICHAEL MOHLER,

DEFENDANTS.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of, Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 9 2009 in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $91.370 60. I shall proceed Si, offer for
sale at the Courthouee door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. April 23, 2009. at the hour
of 10-00 a sir , local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway ('ounty. Kentucky. with its address being 709 Poplar, Murray, KY
42071. and being more particularly described am follows
Apart ot what was formerly known as the Matthew. Place in Murray. Kentucky,
and being a part of the Southeast Quarter of Section 27. Township 2. Range 4
East and bounded se follows to wit Beginning on the South edge of Poplar
Street between South 7th and South 8th Street. at the Northwest corner of a
lot recently gold by Nat Ryan. Jr. to Joe Ward; thence South with field Ward's
line 230 feet to Luther Jackson's North line, thence West about 70 feet to Price
Lassiter'e East line or extension thereof, thence North with Price Latouter's East
line 235 feet to the South edge of Poplar Street: thence East about 70 feet to the
point of beginning
Being the game property conveyed to Susan F Williams and husband. David M
Williams. by deed from Com-Stor, Inc. dated February 15. 2006, of record in
Deed Book 633, Page 68. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty i30)
days. but if sold on,credit of thirty 130) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commiesioner one•third 11,3.} of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder. in tie° equal installment., bearing
interest at 120 per annum from the date of sale until prod. and fully due and
payable within thirty daye A lien shall he retained on the property ari additional
security All delinquent tame, if any. shall be ascertained and paid by the
Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem
taxes_
This 31st day of March, 2009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

By virtue of. Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 8. 2008, in the above cause, to mallet,the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $57.592 54. 1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, May 8, 2009, at the hour of
10-00 a rn , local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County Kentucky. with its address being 41,120 Airport Road,
Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows

Make your happy
day special!
Call Jill or Ashley
(270)753-1916

293 acres and being further described as follows Beginning at a stake on the
East right of way of the Penny blacktop road said stake being 16 rods North of
the center of a gravel road known as the Ellie Wrather Road, said gravel road
running East from the Penny blacktop, for a beginning point, thence. East with
Doyle Pierce's fence and North line 9 18 chains to a stake. thence. North and
parallel with the Penny blacktop road 3 20 chains to a stake. thence West and
parallel with Doyle Pierce's North line 9 18 chains to a stake in the East right
of way of the Penny blacktop road. thence South with the East right of way of
Penny blacktop 320 chains to the point of beginning

LEDGER &TIMES

This deed conveys a tract 3 20 chains North and South and 9 18 chains Ewa
and West
SAVE AND EXCEPT Approximately 1 9376 acres moor or leas deeded to
Morgan Cunningham recorded on the 31st day of March, 1994. in Deed Book
201. Page 127. in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County and described as
follows Legal description of a tract ot land situated in the County of Calloway.
State of Kentucky, being a part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 32,
Toemehip 3. Range 4 East, and being further deacnbed as follows- Commencing
at an iron pin 30' Emit of the centerline of Kentucky Highway #783 'Penny.
Airport Road), said iron pin being 271 93 North of the centerline of the Ellis
Weather Road, thence. South 80 deg 39' 47 East 20620' to an iron pin in the
Doyle Pierce North boundary line and the Point of Beginning- thence, from said
point of brimming, North 9 deg 01' 00" East 211 20', thence. South 80 deg 39
47' West 3)4963 to the point of beginning
This tract contains 1 9376 acres but is subject however, to all roadways and
easements of record

"Come Join a Winning Team"

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR ALL POSITIONS
KFC
205 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-7101
Let us combine over forty years of proven restaurant
success with your experience to make a new
addition to our restaurant family.

This tract lies immediately East of the house and I 000 acre tract described in
Tract II Said 1 000 acre tract is being retained by Ashton Wagner ;
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-CI-00508

Except any interest in the coal. oil, gale and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil. gas and other minerals, if any

CMMORTGAGE,INC.

PLAINTIFF.
VS NOTICE OF SALE

CONNIE SUE DAILEY. WILLIAM PAUL DAILEY. III.
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGFTRATION SYSTEMS INC
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 8. 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 814h.320 21. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. April 23, 2009. at the hour
of 10-00 a m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with to address being 169 North Drive. Murray,
KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows
Lot #21 of North Villa recorded in Plat Book 22, Page 53, Slide 2066, at the
Office of the Clerk of Calloway County
'This propiqty is subject to all previously conveyed easements and right-of-ways
and to all restnctiorur recorded with the Plat of North Villa Subdivision.
The boundaries shown in the plat have been determined from exmting physical
evidence
Being that property conveyed to Connie Sue Dailey, et vir.
. by deed dated August
14, 1998,44 record in Deed Book 296. Page 574, and by deed of correction dated
May 21. 1999. of record in Deed Book 318. Page 716, both in the office iif the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty to,
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 1301days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third)1/31 of the purchase once and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
sale until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold our
ject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 31st day of March, 2009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Being the same property conveyed to Michael Mohler by deed from Swan F
Farthing. dated June 29, 2006, of record in Deed Book 651, Page 373. in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be mild on a cash or credit basis of thirty
.3bi days. but if sold on •cretin of thirty 130i days, the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commiesioner one-third (1/31 of the purchase price and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder. in two equal inetallmenta
with good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 1270 per annum from the
date of hale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A hen
shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes. If
any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commie/owner. but the property shall
be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes

11( RIBE TOD Al

Campbell Realty 7598780
112 North 12th Street
Murray. Kentucky

The Housing Authority of Fulton will receive
sealed bide for the installation of New Central
Heating and Air-Conditioning in Development
43-3. consisting of 90 unite. until 2:00 p.m., prevailing time on May 1. 2009, at the office of the
Housing Authority of Fulton, 201 North
Highland Drive, Fulton, Kentucky, at which
time and place, all bids will be publicly opened
and read aloud.
Interested parties should contact Cindy Raley,
Executive Director, at the Housing Authority of
Fulton, 201 North Highland Drive, Fulton,
Kentucky. for • full bid package. Copies of the
documents may be purchased from the
Housing Authority of Fulton, 12701472-1115, for
$50.00 per set, refundable on return in good
condition. A pre-bid conference will be held at
24)0 p.m., Thursday. April 23, 2009.
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Shift Leaders, Cashiers, & Cooks
Excellent Starting Salary
Promotions From Within

WWI

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Church

Chnst welcomes you
489-2266

of
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NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
Incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immedletlely so corrections can
be made

Must Pass Background Check
401 K

Apply:
At KFC Restaurant
or
Send resumes to:
Attn: Phillip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
marshalMmfkfc.com
Fax:(205)556-9206

The Place to Start...
Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

FAST

growing

bust

ness needs full-time
help. Must be to travel,

consumers minds Be
a REALTOR
at CENTURY 21
2009 sales are better
than 2008 Please
send resume to
759-4030
If not
licensed classes

available
ARBY'S is now accepting applications for at!
positions. Please apply
within

April
Showers
Dring May
Flowers!

work nights, have valid
Dl.., pass drug test. To
apply please call
270-804-1711

Aga

1

DEUVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
ca.toway Co Propane Gas
In Muney "as an Opening
for a iocal .00411e otolieery
bottruck dr.et and tank
set-installer Must have a

MIRRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
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....

Local Mall
iCblomyi
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6 me.
I yr...-......S110.00
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AU Other Hail
Subscripdoos
3 me.....-.-.$73.110
6 mo.
1 yr. _-.6145.1111

CDL,HazMai *Turks,
Escerient pay, great bane105 Please Cal, 753-7485
Os 1011 hoe 10r Warren at

1-600-874-4427 sot 142
sr-,ad vim am
eryanwycY Uupças can,

.....$7830
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Paid Vacations
Must Pass Background Check
Bonuses

Nodes

CENTURY 21 is first in

HAZEL

1

Promotions From Within
Medical & Dental Plan
4011(

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

NEED Hornes To Sal
Have Qualified Buyers
Home
Stimulus
is
Working Planning on
Selling Your Home7
Please call me today
Available seven days a
week
Cherry,
Pat
Realtor
297 0318,

General Managers and Assistant Managers
Starting Salary
depends on experience

Thor 14th day of April. 2009

Murray State University or accepting bids from
qualified contractors for Mason Hall Sim Lab
renovation project, on the campus of Murray State
University There will be a pre-bid conference at
10 00 AM,April 30. 2009 Bide will open May 7.2009
at 2-00 PM Contractors may receive a copy of the
bid advertisement by contacting Steven Stapleton
,270;809-3099 and referencing CC-177S-09

INVITATION TO BID
Supplies, Equipment, Furniture and/or
Other Miscellaneous GoodsCatalog and/or Inventory
The Calloway County Board of Education Is
accepting sealed bids for Sopplie., Equipment
Furniture. arid or Other Mourilor
,
,
o
Good., l'irtolog and or Mr ewe°, for the Calloway
County School District Bids will be accepted until
2 00 p m . May 14.2009 Specifications ore in file at
the Board office at 2110 College Farm Road.
Murray, KY 42071 Any interested bidders may
obtain copies at that location Further information
may be obtained by calling Karen Brandon at
762.7300 The Calloway County Board of
Education reserves the right to reject any andior
all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding

r:

Lori
Notes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00031

SUSAN F WILLIAMS, DAVID M WILLIAMS,
REPUBLIC BANK & TRUST COMPANY.
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Flatbed Exp
868-880-5909
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Mail this coupon with payment to
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
in all 12701 753-1918
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CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Mednesday, April 22, 2009

"4cairiew", feabgetagiugoot

060
kids
For SIM

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following lob opportunity
POSITION

Building Inspector/Engineering Assistant

Overview of Duties
Reviews and maintains building permits Enforces
state and local building codes Coordinates activities in Storm Water and
Water'Vvastewater construction and maintenance
Department
Salary

e•-•-•:ow

.Y GARPEN

SUNOUEST pro 24
RS tanning bed low
hours. $75000 OBO
(731)336-0517

Applaeres
LARGE
SILLJECTIQK

Place your Yard Sale
with us Today & get
your FREE Yard
sale kit with
purchase of ad.

as • !Hurray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TOU 1-800-545-1833 Est. 283
ape MUMS ratal RENT WITH I VEAR LEASE
One and 7isin Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat 6 Air
ACCEPTING APPIJCATIONS CrFFKE H.# AM-12 F'Si

"rar

• I PM-4 PM

A

b(j5 I S001112+ " •

City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance, life insurance,
state retirement plan wellness plan. sick vacation and personal days
Job applications and full lob descnptions for the above listed position are
available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N 5th Street,
Murray. Kentucky 42071 If you have questions concerning this position.
please contact tne Human Resources Department at 270-762-0330 ext
103 Applications car, be obtained on-line at HYPERLINK
"http ,
, www murraykv goy' vnvvv.murrayky.gov and then mailed to 104 N
5th Street Murray, KY 42071.

Deadline for accepting applications 5:00 p.m Fnday, May 1. 2009
Drug screening and background check
will be required of successful applicant
The City of Murray Is an Equal Opportunity Employer,

FURNITURE and
Mattress Sale,
Carraway Furniture,
105 N. 3rd, 753-1502
MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new &
used furniture at
great deals
(270) 761-7653
TOP quality
consignment turniture,
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following lob opportunity:
Maintenance Worker I

Overview of Duties:
Performs manual labor and operates equipment
Constructs and maintains gas distnbution system

05 John Deere 595,
4WD diesel engine,
power steering, 62"
mower deck 293-1231
Homes For Sib

Gas Department

Minimum Salary $9.41/ hr (depending on expenencei

POSiTION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT
City of Murray benefit package includes health insuran, life insurance,
state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick, vacation and personal days.
Jot applicator.; and foil joZ., Je.Lriptkais lot me above listed position are
available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Human Resources Department at 270-762-0330 ext.
103. Applications can be obtained on-line at HYPERLINK
"httplAvww.murrayliry.gov" wvnv.murrayky.gov and then mailed to 104 N.
5th Street, Murray, KY 42071

Deadline for accepting applications 5:00 p.m. Fnday, May 1, 2009.
Drug screening and background check
will be required of successful applicant
The City of Murray la an Equal Opportunity Employer.

KWIK CASH, LLC
Now accepting applications for Customer
Service Representative. Collections experience
a plus, but not required.
Send resume toP O. Box 976, Mayfield, KY 42066
"NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE"

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted.'section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn.
you will he redirected
to jobnetwork.corn
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this websne.
However. as a national
website, not all listingon the iobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
FIRST Baptist Church
Murray) is seeking a
part-time interim preschool director. This
person will be responsible for planning,
administenng, and
participating in
activites for preschool
children. He/she will
also cooperate with
the interim children's
director in planning
and administehng programs and activities
that include both preschool and older children Hours will average 10 per week
Bachelor's degree or
prior experience in
similar work required.
Applicant should be a
professed Christian.
love the Lord and love
children. Interested
persons should submit
resume and names of
three references
to Interim
Preschool/Children s
Search Committee,
FBC. 203 South 4th
Street. Murray. KY
42071.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Piaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM,
No phone calls

PAINTING contract°
is recruiting experienced
professional
iourneymen painters_
Must have 4-years professional
painting
experience. Position
includes benefit plan
including
Health,
Retirement & pau
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer
SALES help wanted.
Expenence & references a must
(270)388-0400

HOME cleaning servic
es 227-7129

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs'Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004

REDUCED
1999
16x70
Fleetwood,
2BR, 2BA, all appliances
including
garbage disposal, covered porch, metal storage building, carport.
Located Fox Meadows
731-247-3046

Homes For RIM

GOOD used carpeting.
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range, refngerator. storm windows,
etc.753-4109

2BR. 2BA on 1'2 acre
lot, freshly painted.
very clean, yard mowing included, no pets,
references required
$275.00 month f
deposit. Call (270)6236314 or
(270)978-6492
NICE 16x80 in small
park. $375/mo.
492-8488
NICE 2 BR, no pets.
753-9866

ENTIIRE

P,14ieviN Monegro,ent

1"

ww.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer. trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included No PETS'

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
2BR, patio, no pets
$355/mo 293-6070
3 BR duplex. Coleman
RE 753-9898
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
4BR. 2.5BA duplex
now available. All appliances No pets. 1 yr.
lease. deposit. $760
per month. 753-4937
8-5, M-F, 753-3949.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-76643
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 S 2br units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
accessible.
Phone.
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12arn. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity,
LARGE 313R apt,
newly remodeleo, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D
MOO- 2 people $6753 people, water,
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
(270)293-3710

PETSAFE in ground
pet fence with collar,
wire & flags, new, covers up to 10-acres
$100 OBO
(731)336-0517
SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC. male & female
$2504350 Call afternoons 270-251-0310

908 Hillwood Dr. 2bedrooms, 1 -bath
apartment. $410/mo.
Water & trash pick-up
included.
(270)227-3331

2004 Chevy Venture
Minivan. 72,500-miles.
fully loaded, dual air.
pwr door, $8900/obo,
.1996, 2-person,10tt
mini-bass boat, trailer,
and trolling motor
$750/obo *Hand fed,
talking, Female
Mulacan Cockatoo.
with large cage
$1,100/obo.
(270)767-0615.

1 BR apt. various loa
cations. Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109.
1BR & 2BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905
1BR all appliances in
University
Heights
Subdivision. Deposit,
lease, no pets. $325.
753-4937 M-F 8-5,
753-3949.

'At
-c Molorcycles
•Waverunners
We sell for less'
270
7398
SIZE 4 Lavender ful
bodied prom
gown
$300 Turquoise size 4
prom gown 4100 2936572
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics. Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia
www.murrayelectronicsinc.com
(270)753-7567.

2BR Duplex, C/I-1/A, all
appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259
28R duplex. nice,
CfrI/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex, stove
refngerator. air conditioner furnished. No
pets $325.00/mo
deposit 435-4114
2BR, Bedford stone
duplex ve range. ref .
ow 1810 Westwood
606-561-5133

(270) 443-6737

1 714 Main St 3BR.
2BA approx
1 700sq ft $117000
270-293-8504,
270-293-8508

This 1x1.5

LIvestodi & Supple.

for ONLY $85
per month.

HORSE Trailer 3
horse slat, tack room
and sleeping quarters
$3500 270-978-2258.

MINI
WAREHOUSE
Downiant,
ist iroativ free
7,53-1119

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Career of 121 S.& Ciendtile.
10X10 $25 10115 $40
(2701436-2524
(2701293-6906

GARAGE SALE
1700 HOLIDAY
TH, FRI 8 SAT
Shuffle board set.
ladders iron bench,
folding chairs,

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905.

kitchen items, double
buggy, lots house
decor, four piece
comfort set, desk w
chair, clothes. more

121N Across From
National Guard Armory
7 9-

Public Saki

CHAVIS REAL
ESTATE & AUCTION

▪ arc y

Carmen
(270)753-1916
3BR, 2BA new con
struction,
Campbell
Estate. Great price
Call for appt. 753
3966, 293-9747.
38R, 2BA, 2 5 car
garage on 1 acre lot
off Oaks Country Club
Rd $134.000.
270-210-4563
908 Hillwood Dr. 6
plex of 2-bedrooms
and 1 -bath apts. Each
apt.. 750/sq.ft. Great
investment.
(270)227-3331
NEW 3BR, 2BA, hardwood. carpet & tile
floors, custom built
cabinets, beautiful lot.
Priced
under
$150,000. 270-2939913. 270-293-1524

homes
in Riverfield
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872

due

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Fiousing Ad Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is sullied to the Federal Fair
Homing Act iglu& makes it
illegal to advert!se anv preference, Limitation or dbcrimmaticsn based !in race, color. religion. sex, handicap, familial status or national origin or mien'it make am suds prefermces limitations or thscnmiria-

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We reni U-Hauls.
753-9600.

State laws forbid discrimination
an the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept am
advertising for real estate which
,s not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
ihat all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opporturev basis

TOWNHOUSES
for
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
refrigerator.
oven,
stove. washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $630hall First
$840
month av2moottritc

For flintier assistance with Fair
Fiousing Advertising requirements, contad NAA Counsel
ICene Milam,17113! MAIOW

04 Chevrolet Silvered°
Sport,
Super
6.0
engine.
Black with
black interior, lights of
chrome. 293-1231.

Up to 20 words.

New 2-4
Bedroom

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

49
Chevrolet 2DR
Sedan. 37,000 actual
miles, no rust, good
ntenor. 293-1231.

SPECIAL!!!

YIeftl irletictiLre to

I

uy
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foredo1u7e
761-HOME
761HOMF-COM

&ATVs
HARLEY
Davidson
FLHTCI, blue/silver.
1,800 miles 293-1231
2008 50cc scooter,
1,600 miles, 100mpg,
$600 obo. 978-5874.
07 Red Vstar classic
650 with windshield
Only 1.500 miles, perfect shape
Asking
$4.450 873-2429

05 Chevrolet Conques
3211. 11,000 miles.
293-1231

20ft. Jet Boat, 453
Chevrolet
engine.
Blue. orange, yellow
flames in color, tandem
axle trailer. 293-1231.

•
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
'ONLY $75.00
A-140147111
CALL 7.33-1916
'27-364'
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Sagging floors
•Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
•Decks
No Job too small

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 ISOM maws
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
293-8377. 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

Comnarloal Prop. For Rent
270-348-0458.

2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898
283 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove. Murray
94East, lease &
deposit required
753-4109
2-BD. Bnck. appl-furnished. Lease &
deposit. No pets.
(270)753-0728
(270)994-3308.
3BR. 2BA. Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled 701 Broad St
$500 month, no pets
293-3710
5BR, 2 full BA. great
for large families fraternities or sororities
759-0010
CLOSE to campus,
4BR, washer/dryer.
$700 monthly
(270)705-2817
(270)436-5085
NEW 2 lodr, 1 ba all
appliances $400 plus
deposit Ref no pets
753-1059

USED TIRES

commercia
30x40 Could
be used for storage
Low utility bills
work-753-6106,
home-753-3258.
3yr

1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets
$260/mo 767-9037
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR 1BA Duplex,
CHVAC all appliances. trash, quiet
safe neighborhood.
$475/mo, 1 month
security, no pets
(270)519-4831

Zero down, easy financing!

could be yours

LARGE nice 1BR all
appliances 270-7595885. 270-293-7085
VERY nice 2BR, all
appiiances. 270-7595885. 270-293-7085_

or have family land!

GERMAN Shepherd
puppies, 7-weeks old,
lull-blooded. vaccinated. $250/each
(270)748-5909
(270)247-5799

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

HOME or office cleaning. 270-227-6535.

CASH BUSINESS
No franchise fees,
FREE seminar start a
coin laundry business.
'rues. 5./5. 12.30 or
5:30pm Pre-Register &
receive $10 Gas Gift
Card at Seminar 615335-7001
rrdillard @ macgray.corn

***OWNER Finance*"
16x80, 26R, 2BA.
$2,950 down, $460
month. 55 Jessica
Lane. Call 753-1011
1,2, 3BR homes
FSBO. Possible
finance. Set-up in
Murray. Bill 978-7656
1998 Clayton 3BR.
2BA, deck, carport, utility building, furnished.
Located
in
mobile
home park. $12,900.
731-247-3359,
336-1464

le
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916
Office Hours
Monday-Friday
7:30AM-5:00PM

(270) 753-1713
lies Furnishings

Salary

DOM

YARN
1505 Dergssui

POSITiON ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT

Department,

Spring is in the air
It's Spring Cleaning Time!

Planer.io anti Engineering Department

Minimum Salary $11.33/ hr (depending on experience)

POSITION.

Murray Ledger & Times

old

5.000 sq ft
Ion lease
2 commercial
tables 70°. off
Price negotiable
978-0742
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905,
293-1480

ALL NEW Happy Jack
Xylecide Anti-Fungal
shampoo for dogs &
horses prevents ringworm and bacterial
skin infections without
steroids,
Orschein
Farm & Home Store
( 2 7 0 )7 5 9 - 8 1 5 0
www happyiackinc co
DOG Obedience
436-2858

14, 15. 16 inch
Lab Property
KY Lake
Bargain!
2.13 AC - $25,200
FREE Covered Boat
Slips
(Was $39.900) Rolling
meadow w" scattered
hardwoods, private
KYLake access & pastoral
views. Good rd
frontage. utilities, per
fect for
log home. Low financing. Call now
1-800-704-3154.
x2263.

1

440
Lots For Ssle

FALWELL
ESTATES
Robertson Rd South
Now selling lots
(270)753-9250
falwellestates.com

Starting at S20
mounted

*Roofing •Reneeisteleng
'Repairs sInsuira
'Ni'job enc small
•Fiagniciuff Available
227-1617

Call 753-5606

2008 Nissan Mime,
White, 8900 miles
BEAUTIFUL CAR.
$16,850
(270)978-6880
07 Burgundy Corvette,
5,000 miles. 293-1231
96 Aurora SR leather,
97K. 4DR 978-0742

AK TRACTOR
WORKS
• Garden tilling
• Bushogging
• New yard prep
• Food plots
(270)753-5482
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawns, shrubs.
tilling.
bushogging,
blade work.
H-436-5277
C-978-0543

1( Frame's
V Seniee'S. Inc
anfOran
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
•Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
*Stump Removal -All modern epquipment
•24 hour emergency service iiticensed &

Ron Frame Jr.
Res: 270-474-0323 • Cell. 270-227-3140
'No job IS compr te until customer is satisfied'

^

Murray Ledger &

CLASSIFIEDS

I inws

Serum Oflored

Sirdeas Offered

1.1111i s

ALL Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
-Decks
*tome, Mobile Home
Repair
Larry Nimmo
227-0587
753-0353
ALLEN'S Painting
Interior, Extenor
25 years exp
Free Estimates
270804.r4

\I

SPHALT
tchell Bros
•'aing

I
\larFIc

St. Rt 121N.
753-8087

3301

Itawline i44tpes.
knortoer 4rine4
•lotooil •F dirt
•muich and more
(
krone, 117-77.,V
or 001 2'2.7-t!I1IMr2O*rr
ekp.

JENAINS
‘R11111WORFO
•

759-05111
_ 753-1537

•I honing:6416m .
.iferg:•fresmik
1..miNg ktiacir, Wow,

859-8210

LAWN Mowing. Fret
estimates Call Craic
Fox at 270-492-8156
270-293

Any Lawn Needs
Beat any price

759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

270)293-687

"IRAN'IS
ASPH A LT
& naafi*
y IR

McGREW SIDING
WINDOWS, INC.
Save up to 30%
up to $1.500 on
approval
replacement
..vindows. Cali for all
siding & window
needs
Licensed & Insured
(270)293-2494

270-753-2279'

by Jacqueline eigar

in your immediate circle. Others
treat you with a newfound

respect. Be careful with projects
and responsibilities, as a loved
one or child could need extra
time. You are resourceful and
have strong instincts. Make time
just for you in order to stay
refreshed and renewed. Honor a
desire to be more exclusive or
connected to a key person this
year. You will meet a lot of people, though Mr. or Ms. Right
isn't likely to appear until close
to your next birthday. If you are
attached, the two of you can
bond even more closely if you
share and don't get too much into
your ego. ARIES reads you cold.

ESICRIMOS

z70)293-4020
:270

ROOFING.
Siding
fencing, decking painting carpenter Free
estimates
Double-H
Construction 270-889.

emplet• SeeActs
Departrnst7t
•Anre
ot*:lorcwer.
,Sevrrem
Ciswt Mceord

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:

I -Difficult

WNW

Photo provided

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Waler Oamaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodekng & Plurnbrno
W,11

REWARDS GIVEN: Each week Murray Elementary students who earn "pawsitives" throughout the week receive special rewards. Students selected from each class meet with the principal. Janet Caldwell, for a fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students selected for Aphl 10
were: P1- Rachel Trzepacz, Zac Fletcher, Ian Camfield, and Kaycee Capps: P2-James Van
Dyke, Cristo Villarreal, Charles Pemwell, Lauren Ervin and Kylie Guynn; P3- Angelique Minard,
Allyson Carson, Emily Kinsey, Violet Hilt and Sarah Jacobs; P4- Kristen Youngblood, Emily
Drew, Matthew Harper, Tessa Pryor and Morgan McCuistion.

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**a* Know when you are on

top of your game. At the moment,
you could be overwhelmed by all
of your work, errands and mustdos. Just get going rather than
fret. What you accomplish could
surprise even you. Tonight: All
smiles.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** Recognize when you need
to step back or take a personal
day. Don't push so hard, and
keep your centering a high pnority. As you are feeling tired or just
blah, you might be best off not
taking anything on A boss could
be indulgent Tonight: Decide
what would be best (for you).

Do Insurance Work

esa & AreStertara AcmAea

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
n()(111.1ERN

MISC work- plumbing,
painting electnc, etc

Horoscope
HAPPY
IBIKTHDAY
for
Thursday, April 23, 2009:
This year, you make a difference

15+ room sap.
Lk-anima contractor

LDC
LAWN CA;;"1

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR

r•••,_
& Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs decks pressure
washed
and
stained 436-2228

RILEY ROOFING
Shingles and:
metal rixitS.Freo.Estenatec
(270)7484732
(270
Mr

RA% IS IlAt

I I,cf 40

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
truck
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping
978-0404
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GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** If you thought you

HONE
.MPROlf.EMENT

could have anything you want in

the world, what would that be?
-n•fect
• qts

iiIIIISFON
ELECTRIC
, 270-227-3574
wirchousloneiectricco.com
BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

. GE
DOOR
•- •
Serree•InitaltationIllkigiair OP residential
coxnutiexeu
& oPeadocs
(270)293-235:
'..10WING & Trimming.
Reliable
scheduled
lawn maintenance. Any
size yard in town or
county. Tree trimming,
shrubs, mulch etc
available. Call Steve
767-9178.

LUMBER
ititen'ern
Winclowie,•43oot- , Rooting •-•Sochnu
f.1YLRS

tken
•'

.1

(270) 227-9212

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood Insured.
489 2859

11 Al I'S WASTE
\(.I \
• weekly & ,pectal pickups
• locally ov.nedinperated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Free esttrriate,.
(270) 753-6450
REUBEN'S
PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE
Servicing Calloway &
Marshall Co.
Free estimates
• (270) 293-2797

I

REYNOLDS
& SON'S LLC

• Bush Hogging
• Land Clearing
I
• Tractor Work
.. • Dirt-Gravel Hauling
(270) 226-9015

L

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Proceed accordingly Dig down
to the bottom of a problem. Your
sense of fun comes out with
friends. A meeting could turn into
a social event' Tonight: Whatever
knocks your socks off.

P70/7034101

:
Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
risk
their
own
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities
WILL mow lawns
Adult-owned & operated ci
R655

sivoopv_
cOMPANIES

.RPOFING.
L'concert-Bonded ,
Inr,ure0
Free Estrnath,

CANCER (june 1slUIY22)
**** Take a stand. You finally
get the audience you want. A
r:iartner encourages more talk or
a better arrangement. Be visible.
Ask for what you want most. A
comment might sound different
than it was intended_ Don't get
hung up here. Tonight: A must
appearance.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Pioneer bohemian and
dynamic thinking. You might try
to be more observant and eye
AWARDS GIVEN: Each week Murray Elementary students who earn "pawsitives- throughout others' actions. You will learn a
lot very qurckly. Be careful about
the week receive special rewards. Students selected from each class meet with the principal, compromising a financial situaJanet Caldwell, for a fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students selected for Apnl 17th were: tion. You will see that a lot goes
P1- Ender Royalty, Kaynion Frost, Ronni Like, Jaylon Yarbrough, Lanya Richardson; P2-Jaxon on. Tonight: Try a new restaurant
Price, Fatemeh Yarali, Chaz Fitzpatrick, Sean Shelton and Alexis Blankenship; P3-Joshua or a different type of movie.
Photo provided

Morgan, Ana Alvarez. Rachel Thompson, Annaston Young and Adam Kamandday; P4- Sophie VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You can count on those
Bozik, Jayden Speed, Keely Bennett, Noah Brown and Kevin Koelsch.
around you. Someone does
demand some phvate time. You
might want more details before
consenting. Of course, you ultimately make the choice. Honor
discomfort.
Tonight
Togetherness works.

SPECIAL!!!
This 1x1.5

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Allow others to ask the

could be yours
for ONLY S85

questions. You could be overwhelmed by everything that is
happening. You can only control
yourself and your responses
Take a hard look at the circus
around
you.
Tonight'
Togetherness is the theme.

per month
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Clear out as much as you
can. A meeting or get-together
looms on the horizon Do focus.
Many of you could decide to
work from home or screen your
calls. Good news comes from a
close source You might be surprised! Tonight: Chill out.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Ideas seem to surge

Photo provided

CPR CITATION RECEIVED: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 presented CPR Citations at a
Calloway County Girls High School Basketball game for saving the life of Buddy Sivtlls. The
following members were at the award presentation, from left. Lodge 827 President Mark
Anderson, Recipient Trainer Jen Salmon, Recipient Coach Eddie Moms, Recipient Coach
Chelsea Morris, Head Coach Scott Sivills, Lodge 827 member Colleen Anderson, and youth
lodge 817 member Andrew Anderson. C.C.H.S. Principal Brian Wilmurth read the award presentation at the beginning of the game and the citations were given out at center court.

SEND US YOUR PHOTOS!!
When you submit photographsfor our new

"Scene in the Community"
Photo provided

STUDENTS PARTICIPATE: Michael Orr, right. and Sara
Darnell. juniors at Murray High School, participated in the
National Youth Leaders Conference in Washington, D.C.. during spring break. During the six-day program they participated
in many leadership skill-building activities and learned about
the United States Government.

Subscribe by siicalling 753-1916
Today! LEDGER&TIMES

page. please include the event, the date, place. organization or
group, as well as the name of everyone in the photograph.
Only a certain number ofphotographs will appear because of
space. There is no guarantee a submission will be published.
The Aturray Ledger & Times wants you to share your photographs
ti/people in our community at worC at ,chool and at play.
Digital photos: They may be submitted to composinggmurrayledge:

'in in a JPEG format

Print photos: May he dropped off at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave..
or mailed to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

right through you. Often, you
might wonder what you need to
do in order to see past the obvious. Right now, just work with a
tenuous situation Your crLativity
soars when facing problems.
Discussions invigorate you.
Tonight. Let your hair down

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You are more anchored
than you realize. Consider an

investment with care that
revolves around home or real
estate. Evaluate many options
before making a decision. Much
comes out in a discussion
Tonight: Keep it simple

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your feedback is deeply
appreciated. Even if an associate
or fhend is negative, others will
respond differently. Understand
this person's agenda. and don't
play into it. Keep communication
flowing Tonight. Get into weekend mode Go out!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your possessive side
emerges with a financial question. Don't make a decision without all the facts, even if you feel
lucky. Tossing caution to the wind
could be a problem. Others could
let you down or be touchy
Tonight: Just don't go overboard,

BORN TODAY
Actress Shirley Temple (1928).
actor Lee Majors (1939), playwright William Shakespeare
(1564)

COMICS/ FEATURES
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Looking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County Fire Rescue Firefighter David Howe soaking down
the remnants of a field fire on
Ky. Hwy. 144 in Hamlin. Four
trucks and six personnel responded to the two-alarm fire. The photo
was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
Sheila Henry. teacher at Murray Middle School. has been elected to the Board of Directors of
the Kentucky Association of
School Councils.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 6-5 over Mayfield
High School Cardinals in a baseball game. Jeff Owen was pitcher for Calloway.
20 years ago
Attorney Mark Randy Hutchison of Owensboro took the oath
of office to become the newest
member of the Murray State University Board of Regents.
Tressa Brewer Ross will represent the Murray Business & Professional Women's Club in the
Southwest
Region
Young
Careerist competition at Cadiz.
Births reported include a girl
to Marcie and Tommie Feezor
and a boy to Teresa and Harold
Williams. Apnl 17.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of
Tommy Brown and Lois Keller
sorting through flowers at the
greenhouse at Shirley Florist to
pick what will be used in floral arrangements at the Kentucky
Chanty Horse Show today and
tomorrow at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exhibition Center
at Murray State University. Sponsors are Murray Rotary Club and
Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Matt
Sanders.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy McSpillman. April 14; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Totty. April 13; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lee

Steele. April IL and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller,
April 16.
40 yean ago
Robert 0. Miller, attorney for
Calloway County. was the featured speaker at the annual Murray Chamber of Commerce dinner held at the Murray State
University Student Union building.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Bell, professor of education at Murray
State University. has been elected president of the newly formed
Kentucky Association of Elementary. Kindergarten and Nursery
Education of the National Education Association.
50 years ago
Verne Kyle. general manager
of Murray Division of the Tappan Company, has been named
to the Board of Directors of Tappan Company. Mansfield, Ohio.
George E. Overbey, candidate
for state senator, has announced
he will not tack up any posters
or placards on any property without the consent of the property
owner and has asked his supporters to do the same thing.
Elected as officers of the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Cub were Mrs. Kerby
Jennings, chairman; Mrs. J.A.
Outland, vice chairman; Mrs. Bun
Swann. secretary; and Mrs. Robert
Etherton, treasurer.
60 years ago
Calloway County and Murray City Schools and Murray State
College will be closed for three
days while the staff and teachers attend the annual meeting of
the Kentucky Education Association meeting in Louisville.
Members of the North team
have been selected for the NorthSouth Basketball game to be
played at Murray State College
gym on June 11. This is sponsored by Murray Chamber of
Commerce and MSC.
Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall
is pastor of Hazel Baptist Church.

A future together is in doubt
for couple with different goals
DEAR ABBY: I am in my
mid-20s and in a long-tenn relationship. I can see myself getting married and having children in the next few years.
So what do you do when your
partner does not share your
I ifetime
goals?
He
has
told me marriage is on
the horizon
"someday.
maybe? but
he has no
desire
for
children. I
love
him
dearly and
By Abigail
won't
put
Van Buren
pressure on
him,
but
have made my intentions clear.
How should I handle his
wish to remain childless and
unmarried when it is a lifetime dream of mine? -DREAMING IN WISCONSIN
DEAR DREAMING: Marriage may be on your
boyfriend's horizon "someday,
maybe." but so is interplanetary tourism to Mars. When
you realize that your partner
does not share your lifetime
goals, what you should do is
end the relationship on the highest note possible and move
on.
•..
DEAR ABBY: We have a
relative, "Jerry? whom we dearly love. However, he has the
disgusting habit of flossing his
teeth in every room except the
bathroom. After we eat. Jerry
gets up and proceeds to floss
his teeth in the kitchen, the
living room or wherever he
likes. He has even stood behind

Dear Abby

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. April 22,
the 112th day of 2009. There are
253 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 22. 1898, with the
United States and Spain on the
verge of formally declaring war,
the U.S. Navy began blockading
Cuban ports. The USS Nashville
captured a Spanish merchant ship.
the Buena Ventura. off Key West,
Fla. Congress authorized creation
of the 1st U.S. Volunteer Cavalry, also known as the "Rough
Riders."
On this date:
In 1864, Congress authorized
the use of the phrase "In God
We Trust" on U.S. coins.
In 1889, the Oklahoma Land
Rush began at noon as thousands
of homesteaders staked claims.
In 1938. 45 workers were killed
BA\13

13

in a coal mine explosion at Keen
Mountain in Buchanan County.
Va.
In 1944, during World War II,
U.S. forces began invading Japanese-held New Guinea with
amphibious landings at Hollandia
and Aitape.
In 1954, the publicly televised
sessions of the Senate ArmyMcCarthy hearings began.
In 1964, President Lyndon B.
Johnson opened the New York
World's Fair.
In 1970, millions of Amencans concerned about the environment observed the first "Earth
Day."
In 1983. the West German news
magazine Stern announced the discovery of 60 volumes of personal diaries purportedly written by
Adolf Hitler. However, the diaries
turned out to be a hoax.

Murray Ledger & Times

In 1994. Richard M. Nixon,
the 37th president of the United
States, died at a New York hospital four days after suffering a
stroke. he was 81.
. In 2000, in dramatic pre-dawn
raid, armed immigration agents
seized Elian Gonzalez from his
relatives' home in Miami; Ellen
was reunited with his father at
Andrews Air Force Base near
Washington.
Ten years ago: At Columbine
High School in Colorado, investigators found a powerful bomb
made from a propane tank, heightening suspicions that gunmen Eric
Harris and Dylan Klebold, who
killed 13 people before killing
themselves, intended to destroy
the school. NATO struck directly
against Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic. destroying his luxurious mansion.
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others and done it right over
their shoulders. It's disgusting!
Several of us have asked
him, politely, to floss in the
bathroom or somewhere private, but it made him extremely defensive and angry. I'm
sure there are others out there
who do it. We just want Jerry
and others to know that it is
not appropnate and is considered rude. -- SICK TO MY
STOMACH IN KENNEWICK,
WASH.
DEAR SICK TO YOUR
STOMACH: Not only is your
relative's behavior inappropriate and rude, it is also gross.
The reason people floss their
teeth in a bathroom, preferably over a sink, becomes evident to anyone who has ever
cleaned the bathroom mirror. To
floss anywhere else, particularly over someone's shoulder,
is unsanitary.
There is a saying, "The best
defense is a strong offense."
If Jerry wasn't already aware
that what he was doing was
wrong, he wouldn't have reacted the way he did when you
asked him to stop. Shame on
him. His behavior is boorish.
•••
DEAR ABBY: High school
graduations are just around the
corner. and I would like people to give careful consideration to whom they send
announcements.
Every
year I receive
announcements -- including pictures, calling cards, etc. -- from
people I barely know and whose
children I don't know at all.
Because we say hello in the
break room or pass each other
in the neighborhood does not
mean you need to send me
an announcement. I don't know
your child, and I don't send
gifts to grads I don't know.
So save yourself time and
money and leave folks you
barely know off the list. Believe
me, if someone wants to
acknowledge your child's graduation, he or she will do so
without being asked. -- NOT
INTERESTED
IN
KENTUCKY
DEAR NOT INTERESTED: Because you receive an
announcement in the mail does
not mean you are required to
send the graduate a gift. Sometimes families send them out
because they are proud and
want to share the news of their
child's achievement with people they consider to be friends
and/or their co-workers.
When you receive a graduation announcement, you have
two choices: Ignore it or
acknowledge it. I vote for
acknowledging it -- with a
congratulatory phone call or a
nice card.
4014
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DEAR DR. GOTT: You
recently published an article
about a I5-year-old boy who
complained of dizziness, tunnel
vision, blackouts and other symptoms. My husband had similar
problems several years ago with
months
of
testing and
several trips
to the Mayo
Clinic. He
never got a
diagnosis.
but a friend
did a lot of
computer
searches and
Dr. Gott
came up with
a possibility:
Meniere's
By
Dr. Peter Gott disease with
sudden drop
attacks. I have enclosed a copy
of the information. I hope you
will pass this on to the young
man in case it could help him.
By the way, my husband has
since made a complete recovery. He didn't get a diagnosis,
so he had no treatment but it
seems that time was all that he
needed.
DEAR READER: Unfortunately, I don't believe this is
the young man's problem.
According to his mother, the
boy did not 'actually faint or
fall to the ground but felt as
though he were about to faint.
Also, tunnel vision and blackouts are not symptoms of
Meniere's disease.
Meniere's consists of four
symptoms: severe, incapacitating vertigo that lasts for several minutes to several hours;
episodes of tinnitus; slowly progressing hearing loss; and a sensation of plugged ears that wors-

South dealer.
led the ten of clubs. West made the
Neither side vulnerable.
mistake of following low. After the
NORTH
ten held, declarer cashed the A-Q-1
•K 64
of hearts, led a diamond to the king,
WA Q
drew West's last trump and cashed
•Q 108
his remaining diamonds to produce
4•QJ 72
10 tncks.
WEST
EAST
Had West been more alert, he
•Q.11085
•A 9 7
would have defeated the contract by
1110 7 4 3
•2
taking the club ten with the ace and
•4
•9 7 5 3 2
returning a spade. True, this would
*A 9 5
*8 6 4 3
present South with a mff-and-discard
SOUTH
— he could ruff in one hand and dis•3 2
card from the other — but West was
K9 8 65
in position to know that the ruff•A K J 6
discard would not help declarer; on
4hK I()
the contrary, it could only harm him.
The bidding:
All players are taught to avoid
South
West
North East
yielding a ruff-and-discard like the
•
2\T
Pass
Pass
plague, but this broad advice is not
3•
Pass
3•
Pass
intended to cover every conceivable
4•
case and should surely have been
Opening lead — queen ofspades.
Ignored by West in the present deal.
General rules are helpful in the
West should realize that if the
bidding and play of many hands, but spade is ruffed in dummy, his ten of
they can be self-defeating when they trumps will become a trick, while if
are applied indiscriminately. The declarer ruffs in his own hand
player who blindly follows "standard instead. West will (unless South
procedure" is sure to stumble occa- started with six hearts) then have
sionally because he does not mcog- more trumps than declarer and will
nize that there arc 1,alid exceptions to eventually score a trump trick. The
many rules.
dictum against yielding a ruff-andConsider this deal where West discard
and for that matter the
mulled a chance to defeat four adsice to play second-hand low —
hearts. Ile led the queen of spades, should not be applied when the viofollowed by the jack and another lation is clearly beneficial to the
spade. When South ruffed and then defense.
Tomorrow: A light in the tunnel.
..2004 king rntures Syn./ware Int-

39 Diplomat
43 Rips apart
46 Fiscal period
47 Chimp abode
49 Hair curler
51 Stoltz or Idle
52 Belt maker's
tool
53 Ariz neighbor
54 Lisbon lady
55 Hair goo
56 Went fast

1 Nosegay holder
5 A real swine
8 Pinnacles
12 Strong haulers
13 Make a wrong
move
14 Charles Lamb
15 Without ice
16 Golf term
17 He played
Obi-Wan
18 Hunks of
cheese
20 Gather together
21 Tall flowers
24 Physicist
Nikola —
27 A Gabor
28 Barbie s friend
31 Lures a sweetheart
32 Social insect
33 Cry of disdain
34 Add- — (extras/
35 Razor-billed bird
36 Last
37 Saint perhaps
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28 Extended
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32 Terrific
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33 Summer
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ens during an attack. Rarely,
some sufferers may expenence
drop attacks. These are defined
as falling suddenly without warning or loss of consciousness. They
generally last for only a few
seconds, but, because of their
unpredictability, are usually considered the most devastating form
of Meniere's disease.
Treatment consists of reducing fluid pressure in the inner
ear. This is usually done by
aggressively restricting salt intake
to 1,500 to 2,000 milligrams
per day (to avoid complications
from too much or too little salt
in the body) and may be combined with diuretic medication.
In some cases, surgery may
be necessary; however, this is
reserved for severe cases that
do not respond to other measures. There are two types of
surgery — those that preserve
residual hearing and those that
destroy it. Destruction of the
hearing generally controls the
vertigo better but should be considered only if hearing in the
affected ear is seriously compromised.
To the best of my knowledge. Meniere's does not resolve
on its own.
Your husband seems to have
run the gamut of testing by
superspecialists, yet nothing was
found. While I am glad to hear
that his symptoms resolved with
time. I urge both you and your
husband to be on the lookout
for a possible return of symptoms. It appears that the condition was benign because you
don't mention any lasting effects,
nor did his physicians find anything, but it is always better to
be cautious.
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Unusual form of Meniere's
causes sudden falls
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OVC WOMEN'S GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
•

•

Milkman:'Main thing we have to do is stay in moment'
I LADY LINKSTEILS
To TEE IT UP

$

THURSDAY IN
SEARCH OF
/TH TITLE

Illy NW SpuibIdenerlito
The Murray State women's golf team is
ready to compete in the 2009
Ohio
Valley Conference
Championship at Crooked
Creek GC in London. Ky.
The 54-hole tournament
consists of 18 holes of stroke
play each day from Thursday
'A_
dintigh Saturday. All connMilkmen

petitors will man from the first tee beginning
at 7 a.m.(CST). Eastern Kentucky. University
is hosting the event
The winning team takes the OVC's automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament.
After a solid fall and spring campaign.
Racer head coach Velvet Milkman and squad
are ready to tackle the rest of the league in a
winner-take-all finish.
'The main thing we have to do is stay in

the moment." Milkman ,aid. "If riot about
what we've done up to this point and it's not
about what the rewards are if we win it. We
have to focus on our golf gaille over three
days and let those other things take care of
themselves. Staying in the present is verv
important."
The Racers enter the OVC Championship
having played 10 events with eight top-5 finishes and one win coming in their own

Nev.Wae

Coinniurik.anon.

Cla,i,.

ii

I'vfarch
three 51til. student -athlete.. all nilliors
lead the team with
erages und,:r liii
I Meklvo (.1t)'• Nle‘lcol "Ties a
77.9 average. Megan McKinney (Louis% ilk.

Ky.) scores at a 78.7 clip. while Atkin:a
Downer I Surrey. England)has a 79.7 average
MSU is also getting good play fnen freshman
See OVC,2C

4TH DISTRICT SOFTBALL; CALLOWAY CO. 6, MURRAY HIGH 3

MSU BASEBALL ROUNDUP:
THOROUGHBREDS 13,TIGERS 7

White

Out

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

Calloway County third baseman Tthee Rogers makes contact with *this ball during the Lady Lakers' 6-3 win over
crosstown rival Murray Tuesday evening at Lady Laker Field. Rogers scored one of three runs driven in on a three-RBI
double by Alyssa Cunningham in the third inning.

Holding home
CUNNINGHAM DOUBLE PROVIDES CUSHION AS
CALLOWAY STAVES OFF LATE RALLY, MINDS 111511(1L

IllaralialF-

EA White INUARD
Sports Writer
If Albert Pujols is "El Hombre" for the
St. Louis Cardinals, then Alyssa
Cunningham may as well be "La Mujer"
for Calloway County.
So when the Lady Lakers'cleanup hitter strolled to the plate with the sacks
jammed and a slim 1-0 lead in the third
inning Tuesday evening, there wasn't
anyone coach Troy Webb would rather
take the at-bat.
As Pujols so often does, Cunningham
delivered, smashing a bases-clearing
double to the gap in left centerfield and
giving Calloway some breathing space en
route to a 6-3 victory over crosstown
rival Murray at Lady Laker Field.
"When she hits the ball, it just
absolutely jumps off her bat," said Webb,
whose team evened its 4th District record
to 1-1. "With Alyssa up and runners on
base, we feel good because she's a line
drive hitter — she hits it down and hard."
Cunningham. only a freshman, seems
to thrive against the Lady Tigers. In the
two teams' 2008 game at Calloway.
Cunningham knocked a home run over
the left field well, propelling the Lady
Laker) to a 3-2 win and an undefeated
district season.
Oddly enough, Cunningham's big hit
Tuesday came on the same pitch — high
and inside — and against the same pitcher — Chelcie Winchester — as her home
run a year ago.
"She pitched it high again and I was
just thinking that we had to win against
Murray," Cunningham said. "I just wanted to hit the ball as hard as I could."
Murray head coach Kyle Smith shouldered the blame for the three runs his
team surrendered on the at bat.
"I called a pitch up and in and that's a
pitch she likes," said Smith. whose Lady
Tigers fell to 0-1 in the district. "I tested
her on it and that was the wrong thing to
do. That wasn't on my pitcher."
Murray got two runs back in the fifth
inning on a Jacqueline Vila& double
down the left field line, but Calloway

•rei irikr•

I Unr

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Murray first baseman Emily Benson does the splits as she reaches to catch
this ball during Calloway County's 6-3 victory over the Lady Tigers.
Calloway's Kristin Boggess was called out on the play.

answered in the sixth to push the lead
4111 DISTRICT
back to four.
But the Lady Tigers had one last rally
STRAUSS
left in them. An Emily Benson bloop sinSchool
Oat(Oweal)
gle scored Caitlin Herrington and Murray
1-0(14-3)
loaded the bases for Lauren Dieleman Marshall County
Calloway County
1-1 (9-9)
with one out.
0-1 (5-7)
Calloway starter Ashton Futrell was Murray
able to pitch her way out of the jam, how-We were probably one batter away
ever. striking out Dieleman and forcing (from pulling her)," he said. "We're tryJennifer Banderas to ground out to short- ing to go a little bit longer with our
stop for the final out.
starters. Ashton keeps the ball down and
"It was really intense and nervewrack- gets lots of ground balls and she was still
ing," said Futrell, who improved to 5-2 throwing strikes, so we decided to let her
on the season. "I just reared back and go."
threw, trying to strike her out."
Futrell got her first distnct start of the
Futrell tossed all seven frames and season after Whitney Gardner pitched
gave up eight hits while striking out last week's opener at Marshall County.
three, two of which came in the seventh. With no clear No. 1 pitcher. Webb said he
Webb decided to stick with his starter plans to rotate Futrell and Gardner in bigeven after she surrendered hits to the first game starts.
three batters she faced in the seventh.
See SOFTBALL 2C
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Jason Laws turns on this pitch. drilling his first home run of the
season deep over the fence in nght field Tuesday against Memphis.

'BREDS SCORE EARLY,SURVIVE
RALLY IN VICTORY OVER MEMPHIS
S MISports klementles
Murray State scored at least one
run in each of the first five innings
and then held off a late Memphis
rally to secure a 13-7 victory over
the Tigers Tuesday afternoon at
Reagan Field. The victory completed the series sweep over the Tigers
this season after winning 14-4 in
Memphis on Feb. 24.
The Tigers 07-23) got on the
board in the first as Tyler Huelsing
singled to center and scored on
Adam McClain's double into the
gap in right center.
The 'Breds (23-15) rallied for
three runs in the bottom of the first
as Elliot Frey drew a one-out walk
and went to second on Wes
Cunningham's infield single over
the pitcher's mound. With two outs,
Jason Laws turned on a pitch and
drilled his first home run of the season deep over the fence in right
field.
UM got another run in the second as they loaded the bases with
three walks before Huelsing drove
in a run with a sacrifice fly to left
field.
MSU answered back in the
home-half of the frame as Daniel
Miller singled to center and later
went to second on a throwing error
by the shortstop trying to double
Miller off at first. With two outs.
Frey singled up the middle to score
Miller from second.
The 'Breds scored for the thirdstraight inning as Daniel Hill started
the inning with an opposite-field
home run to right field, his teamleading 11th on the season. With
one out, Jonathan Craycraft tripled
to straight-away center field and
scored on Miller's RBI double to
left center.
The seventh run of the game
crossed the plate for the 'Breds in
the fourth as Zilch Noonan reached
on a throwing error and went to
third on Frey's single through the
right side. Hill drove in Noonan
from third with a fielder's choice
groundout.
Craycraft tied a school record in
the fifth as he hit his second triple of
the game just inside the line, deep in
the right-field corner. Tyler Owen
drove in the run with a sacn flee fly

to right field.
The Tigers got back into the
game in the sixth as a pair of doubles put two runners in scoring position with one out. Cole Shelton
drove in both runners with a single
to center field before scoring two
batters later on a single to center
from Jacob Wilson.
UM got even closer in the seventh as a walk and a base hit put two
runners on with no outs. Trey
Wiedman drove in a run with a
bloop single just over the head of
the first baseman.
The Tigers continued the comeback in the eighth as a pair of hits
and a walk loaded the bases with no
outs. MSU minimized the damage
as the only run scored on a 6-4-3
double play.
The 'Breds took advantage of
four Tiger fielding errors to bat
around and score five runs in the
eighth without the virtue of a base
hit. Owen started the frame by
drawing a walk. Miller put down a
bunt that was thrown into center
field, put runners on second and
third. Kyle Tieman followed by
being hit by a pitch before Noonan's
grounder to short was thrown in the
dirt at home, allowing two runs to
Two
score.
batters
later.
Cunninghanfs grounder to second
was booted and allowed two more
runs to score. Cunningham would
later score the fifth run on a wild
pitch.
Marc Harmon (2-1) picked up
the victory after allowing five runs
on five hits over 5.1 innings. Ryan
Fraser 13-41 took the loss after giving up seven runs, six earned, on
seven hits over three innings. Dan
Huff(2)earned the save after allowing on run on three hits over two
innings.
The 'Breds return to the diamond
Saturday afternoon as they open a
three-game Ohio Valley Conference
series at Morehead State. First pitch
is set for 12 p.m. central time.

14) Next
Murray State at
Morehead State
Whoa.
Wm:12
Records. MSU 23-1
22(7 7 OVC)

_ (Sunday)
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MSU HOOPS ROUNDUP
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Racers honor senior trio
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ANNUAL YEAR-END MEN'S BANQUET HELD TUESDAY NIGHT
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State Men's
Basketball team held its seasonTuesday
banquet
ending
evening in the Murray Room of
the Regional Special Events
Center.
One of the highlights of the
event was the honoring of
MSU's senior trio of Tyler
Holloway, Jarad Key. and Kevin
Thomas.

REBOUND AWARD

Photo courtesy of MSU Athletics Media Relations
MSU seniors (from left) Tyler Holloway, Kevin Thomas, and Jarad Key were honored Tuesday
at the Regional'Special Events Center at the Murray State Basketball banquet.
Rebound Award was given to
Ivan Aska who was named the
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Freshman of the Year. Aska was
also named Collegelnsider.com
Mid-Major Freshman AllAmerica. He led the Racers in
rebounding with 5.8 per game.

JOE FUUM MVP AWARD
This award was shared by
Danero Thomas and Isaac
Miles.
Thomas (New Orleans, La.)
had a big junior season which
included a 30 point game Feb. 7
at Austin Peay. He led the

Racers in scoring with 12.5
points per game and was named
to the All-OVC Preseason Team
and the All-OVC Second Team.
Miles(Kansas City. Mo.) had
a breakout first season with the
Racers as a sophomore and was
second on the squad with 10.6
points per game and tied for the
team lead in assists with 119. He
was
named
the
OVC's
Newcomer of the Week three
times and honored as a member
of the All-OVC Newcomer
Team.
A SEASON TO REMEMBER

The Racers celebrated another winning season with a 19-12
campaign.
The Racers have more leapc
championships than anyone in
the OVC with 20 and came close
again when they finished second
for the third straight season.
MSU secured their 22nd
straight overall winning season
and their 22nd straight winning
season in OVC play. MSU's
conference streak is tops in the
nation, just ahead of Kansas
who has 20 straight in the Big12. MSU's overall streak is tied
for fifth with Connecticut.

Brantley Barren delivered a
dramatic seventh-inning single
:to drive in the winning run in a
:3-2 Marshall County win over
Murray Tuesday in Draffenville.
The winning run reached base
on a fielding error for the
Marshals and Barrett delivered
the hit that propelled the orange
over the Tigers in the first game
of the district series after
Monday's contest was rained
out.
With the win, Marshall
.improves to 3-0 in district play.
and 12-3 overall. Murray falls to
.2-1 and 11-7 overall.
The Tigers got six strong
innings from pitcher Aron
Sweeney, who surrendered just
six'hits and struck out five. Two
of Marshall's runs were earned.
. Marshall jumped out to a 2-0
_lead in the first inning behind
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5
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1
5
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8 385 4 1,2
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three early singles, but Sweeney time. going 2-for-3.
settled down after the initial
Richerson finished the day 1 onslaught and held the homes- for-3 with two RBI.
landing squad scoreless for five
The Tigers will make up
consecutive innings.
Monday's rain out with the
The Tigers sliced the lead in Marshals on Thursday. April 30
half in the third inning when at 5 p.m. at Ty Holland Field.
Jordan Garland scored on a
The Tigers host Carlisle
Tanner Richerson ground ball.
County this Thursday at 5 p.m.
David Vinson stetted the
Callaway Ca 13, Maylisid 3
inning with a single. then
Calloway County scored five
Garland reached on a walk. first-inning runs en route to a 13Vinson was out on a fielders' 3 run-rule victory over Mayfield
choice before Brock Downey at Laker Held Tuesday night.
singled to set up Richerson's at
The game was called after
bat.
five innings.
Murray tied the game in the
With the win. the Lakers
fifth frame, this time on a two- improve to 13-6 on the season.
out Richerson single that scored Mayfield falls to 6-7.
Downey. Downey reached base
Freshman Garrett Cowen got
on a walk, then stole second and the start and tossed tour scoreadvanced to third on a throwing less innings, improving to 3-0 on
error
the season. He surrendered just
As a team. Murray collected two hits and struck out three hateight hits on the day.
ters.
In addition to a complete
Cody Redden tossed the final
game on the mound. Sweeney inning for Calloway and gave up
also went 2-for-4 at the plate Mayfield's only three runs of the
Tuesday. Vinson. who plays sec- day.
ond base when Sweeney pitches,
The Lakers wasted no time in
made the hest of his playing jumping on the Cardinals as

Baltimore 10 Chicago White Sox 3
N Y Yankees 5. Oakland 3
Cleveland 8. Kansas City 7
Texas 5 Toronto 4
Minnesota at Boston ppd rain
L A Angels 4. Detroit 3
Seattle 4 Tampa Bay 2

Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh 3 Florida 2
Washington 4, Atlanta 3
Philadelphia 11, Milwaukee 4
Chicago Cubs 7 Cincinnati 2
Houston 8. L A Dodgers 5
Si Louis 6 N V Mets 4
Colorado 9, Arizona 6
San Francisco 8, San Diego 3

Wednesday's Games
Minnesota (S Baker 0-1) at Boston
(Wakefield 1-1). 11 35 a rn
Oakland (Bre Anderson 0-2) at N.Y
Yankees (Sabatnia 1-11. 12 05 pm
Chicago While Sox (Danks 1-01 at
Baltimore (Guihne 2-01 606 pm
Kansas City (Bannister 0-0, at
Cleveland (C1 Lee 1-21 6 05 p m
Texas iHamson 0-21 at Toronto (Purcey
0-11. 6 07 p m
Minnesota (Linen° 0-3) at Boston
(Penny 1-01 6 10 p.m
Detroit (Vertander 0-2) at L A Angels
(Saunders 2-1) 9 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Niemann 0-21 at Seattle
iJakubauskas 1- I 1 9 10 p m

Wednesday's Games
Florida (Nolasco 1-1) at Pittsburgh
IMaholm 2-01, 11 35 am
Colorado (De La Rosa 0-1 j at Anzona
(Hares 0-3j 2 40 p m
San Diego (C Young 2-0) at San
Francisco (Zito 0-2), 2 45 p m
Atlanta (Jurnens 2-11 at Washington
iLannan 0-21 6 05 p m
Milwaukee iLooper 1-01 at Philadelphia
(Blanton 0-11. 6 05 p m
LA Dodgers Mott 1 ,1i at Houston
10swall 0-21. 7 05 p m
Cincinnati (Cueto 0-11 at Chicago Cubs
(Liliy2-O(, 7 05 p m
NY Mats (Maine 0-11 at St Louis
(Pineiro 2-01. 7 15 pm

Thursday's Games
Kansas City at Cleveland, 11 05 am
Tampa Bay at Seattle 5 40 p m
Chicago White Sox at Baltimore 6 05
pm
Texas at Toronto 6 07 o rr.
Detroit at LA Angels 9 05 p rn

Thursday's Games
Milwaukee at Philadelphia 1205 pm
NY Mots at St Inn,'. t2AOnm
Cincrnnati at Chicago Cubs, 1 20 pm
L A Dodgers at Houston. 7 05 p m

•Softball

Brantley delivers for Marshall
Mall nowt

Florida
PP.l
lpisa
NewaAhandleaor
Y

By

Dylan Dwyer delivered a threerun tnple in the first inning to set
the tone.
Calloway' scored five in the
first, two in the second, one in
the third and five in the founh.
Dwyer finished the day
with four RBI and three runs
scored. Chris Dobbins also went
2-for-3 with two RBI.
Hunter Seay was I-for-3 with
a run scored while Casey
Brockman went 1 -for-2 with
three runs and a double.
Cody Redden was I -for-I
with three runs while Logan
Burks went 0-for-1 with two
runs and an RBI.
Callow-ay will return to 4th
District play on Thursday as they
travel to Community Chnstian
for a 5 p m. start

SEMI
STAMM

KfISAA

School
Marshall County
Calloway County
Murray
Comm Christian

Dist(Overall)
3-0(12-3)
1-0 (13-6)
2-1 (11-7)
0-5(1-12)

From Page 1C
"We don't really have an ace
or a big-game pitcher," he said.
"We believe in them equally. I
think they both relish their roles
and they don't really look at it as
a competition"
After falling at Marshall
County on Thursday. Tuesday's
game fell in the must-win category for Calloway to stay in the
district title hunt.
Now, the pressure is on
Murray. The Lady Tigers travel
to Marshall on Thursday in a
game that, if they win, would
force a three-way' tie in the district after one rotation.
Murray ()whit the Lady
Lakers on Tuesday. 11-6. but
were done in by- errors and
walks. Winchester handed out
two free passes in Calloway's
big fourth inning and the Lady
Tip:is allowed Benson to reach
safely on a routine grounder ttt
third base.
Murray also suffered a crucial error in the sixth that
allowed Bnttany Fox to score
the Lady Lakers' first run of the
rame
"We hit the hall very well and
the majority of their runs were
unearned.- Smith said "I think
the errors behind her bothered
('heft me and pit to her a little

bit."
Calloway got a hitting boost
from the bottom of its order,
which struggled to produce at
Marshall a week ago. Left fielder Jackie Metcalf delivered two
hits, including a triple that set
off the Lady Laker,' four-run
third inning.
"Jackie's been struggling at
the plate and a lot of it is mental." Webb said. "Today we sass
the Jackie Metcalf we've seen
the last two years. I said at the
Marshall game that we needed
to get something out of our six.
seven and eight hitters and today.
we did. with Jackie and Bnuaay
Fox coming through with a Lig
hit (in the sixth inning).-

with

an NI I as 4...g age and senne Bedlam
Yates I Bethlehem. K i with an

S1.6 average
MSC will he looking for its lust

ATTENTION
MHS & CCHS
CLASS OF 2009

()V(' medalist winner since Nikki
Orazine won the honor in hack-toNak years with the ‘1.1.1•11,1 owning
iii 2005.
Several RACLIN are in the running lot Ad1-01.1. honor. which
he announced JI the awards
hangoo thc
;iher the first
•

SportsBriefs
• The First Kentucky Bar*
'Stnke Out Cancer- co-ed softball
tournament will be held May 1611
H H Lovett Park in Benton with
all proceeds to benefit the
American Cancer Society Relay
for Life of Marshall County The
entry fee is $150 per team and
the tournament will 1c4low ASA
rules and regulations For more
information or to enter a team
contact Kim English Or Cathende
Davis at (2701 252-BANK

Milkman's teams haVC VAIR Six
This will he the fir‘t time tie
titles coming in 1997AN and 302- ()V(' has played a champlonslup:at
)4
Crooked ('reek
-I feel gtxxl about our chances,"
-WC are excited to pla et
Milkman said "I feel we can he a ('nxiited C'reek, it's a great lasouk.
%cry ...onyx-wive team 11 we go Milkman said 'They hosted an
there and play. to our ptilential If we LPCIA Futures event last Augoo
LI° that. it will he a successful iour• and we expect .1 well run event for
ruunent '•
the OVC."

Better Built Garages, Inc.
-OW •

.•
DELITJUL MODELS
Completely Erected Including Generate Floors Not Pne-Fab,
,
,
4
Carpet.
,Rut •te 0.04 moret

It's time for the Murray Ledger & Times
Senior Class of 2009 Special Section.
If you would like to be included in this special section and DID NOT have
your senior picture made by the school senior picture photographer, please
take a current picture of yourself to your high school office. Please list your
full name, school and phone number on the back of the picture

DEADLINE APRIL 27, 2009
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Tuesday's Games

PREP BASEBALL ROUNDUP

-:MAYFTIELD

American League Standings
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W L Pct GB
Toronto
10 5667 New York
8 6 571 1 1 2
Boston
7 6 538
2

National
A

Central Division
W L Pct GB
7 6 538 Chicago
7 6 538 Detroit
7 6 538 Kansas City
Minnesota
7 7 500 112
Cleveland
5 9 357 2 12
West Division
W LPCt GB

The MSU Dick Cunningham

cALLOWAY
CRUSHES

1300 JohnNeist Blvd.•270- 753-S.1'

David King

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

SENIOR NORMS
Holloway (Decatur, Ala.) finished his career in second place
on the MR.!, all-time list for
made three-pointers and he was
the first to lead the team in
three-point percentage in three
seasons. He also became the
34th member of the Murray
State 1.000-Point Club.
Thomas (Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla.) distinguished himself as
one of the driving forces behind
the Racers. He ranks second
among two-year players at MSU
in all-time assists with 258. He
also tied the Racers' singlegame record with eight steals at
Missouri Dec. 13.
• • Key (Lone Oak, Ky.) was a
four year member of the OVC
Commissioner's Honor Roll and
was named to the Dean's list six
times. In 2008. Key was named
to the National Basketball
Coaches Association Honors
Court. He appeared in 24 games
at MSU and scored a career high
seven points against Morehead
State tn. 2005.
DiC

NIurra

We Offer You Frier Estimetes Rerepeencee an Leonean
of Gorigme In your Any and *Mon Warronty
YOUR SAnSFAC:MAO IS OUR CNIALl
Quality WorkmansIttp • Quality Natariat
Built By /types-lanced Cmiftarourri
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NFL ROI'NDUP

Cards, Franklin close out Mets

fitans' timing
couldn't be better

ANKIEL BREAKS OUT OF
A 1-FOR-20 SLIDE WITH
THREE HITS, INCLUDING
GO-AHEAD RBI mum

TENNESSEE HAS
SIGHTS SET ON
WIDE RECEIVER AT
No. 30 OVERALL
THIS WEEKEND
By1A M. WAUUM

ST. LOUIS(AP)— Ryan Franklin might
be getting the hang of the closer role.
Franklin, who had eight blown saves in 25
attempts last season, is perfect in three tries
after pitching a scoreless ninth inning
Tuesday night in the St. Louis Cardinals'6-4
win over the New York Mets.
If you go Out there and go one,two three
it's pretty easy." Franklin said. "It's when
you start walking guys give up a couple of
hits, it can snowball in a hurry."
Rick Articlel broke out of a 1-for-20 slide
with three hits, including a go-ahead RBI
double after Daniel Murphy misplayed a flyball into a triple. Albert Pujols had a two-run
double, and Khalil Greene, Joe Thurston and
Ryan Ludwick also drove in runs for St.
Louis.
Jason Motte(I-1) got the last two outs in
the eighth to earn his first major league win
and then Franklin closed the door.
"I feel the same." Franklin said. "I'm just
trying to focus and do what I got to do to get
ahead of guys. If I can get ahead of them, I
feel like I got a chance."
Ankiel, who went 1 -for-18 on the
Cardinals' recent six-game road trip, had
three straight hits after being retired in his
first two at-bats to lift his average to .227.
"He's got a lot of talent," St. Louis
Manager Tony La Russa said. "He's pitched
tough because he's dangerous. The better the
strike zone, the better he has to contact it., The Mets, who blew an early 4-0 lead,
had a chance to break the tie in the top of the
eighth but Carlos Beltran was tagged out at
home when he tried to score on an errant
throw to third. Beltran tagged up on Ramon
Castro's fly to right off Motte and raced
home when the ball rolled toward the unattended pitcher's mound. Instead of sliding.
Beltran went in standing up and was tagged
on the back by Yadier Molina to end the
inning.
Brendan Ryan led off the bottom half with
a liner off J.J. Putz(I-I) to left that Murphy
, charged in for, but Murphy misjudged the
ball and fell trying to correct himself. The
ball rolled to the wall and Ryan had a triple.
Ankiel followed with his double to nght.

BILL BOYCE / AP
Rick Ankiel watches his RBI double against the Mets in the eighth inning as Mets

catcher Ramon Castro looks on Tuesday night in St. Louis.
It was crushed." Putt. said. "Those balls,
line drives right at the outfielders, are probably the hardest ones to get a read on. It was
unfortunate that he just lost his footing and
the ball got behind him."
Ludwick gave the Cardinals a 6-4 lead
run when hit a sacrifice fly.
On April 12. Murphy dropped a fly ball
that led to two runs for Florida in a 2-1 win
and cost Johan Santana a victory.
"I guess I'm a little concerned," Mets
manager Jerry Manuel said. "I have to be
honest with you. He's a hard worker. He's
done everything we've asked him to do. I
think for the most part. I'd just like to see
him relax."
New York seemed headed for an easy
night, scoring four times in the first four
innings against Cardinals starter Todd
Wellemeyer. Wellemeyer who gave up a
career high 12 hits in his lone start against

2005 Chrysler Crossfire

the Mets last season, gave up 10 hits this
time in five innings.
-We had a four-run lead and we didn't
hold on to it." Manuel said. "We have
enough offense. We should add a run here or
there and we didn't do that."
Beltran had an RBI double. and Jose
Reyes, David Wright and Murphy had RBI
singles.
But the Cardinals chased Mets starter
Oliver Perez and tied the game by scoring
four times in the fifth inning
Pujols hit his two-run double after
Wellemeyer singled and Ankiel each singled
to center.
Perez, who allowed four runs on six hits
and five walks. got Ludwick to pop out to
first. but walked Molina and gave up an
infield single to Chris Duncan to load the
bases. Greene then walked to score a run to
make it 4-3.

2009 Toyota Camry LE

br-4.4.41%

2E000 Miles, IC. PW/Pl„ Convertible.
Misted Loather, Automatic. Slit IKT9031A
Jeep

$16,867*

26,000 Miles,
TIC, PW/PL, CD.
Stk *P7031

AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE. Tenn. ( API —
The timing couldn't be more perfect for the Tennessee Titans to
take a risk the franchise hasn't
tried since 1998.
Draft a wide receiver in the
first round.
The Titans, coming off an
NFL-best 13-3 record, don't have
a gaping hole at any starting spot
that must be filled with the 30th
pick overall. They have 10 picks
combined to add depth at cornerback and linebacker, but wide
receiver is the position where
help is most needed even with the
free agent signing of Nate
Washington.
Their recent strategy of drafting batches of receivers in the
third round or later produced only
Brandon Jones, who left for San
Francisco as a free agent in
March. Tyrone Calico, the last
receiver taken higher than the
third round in 2003, was a bust.
Mix that with a draft top heavy
with quality receivers and the
Titans could use their first round
pick Saturday on a wideout for
the first time since Kevin Dyson
in 1998 — and for only the third
time in franchise history.
General
manager
Mike
Reinfeldt cautioned 29 players
will go off the board before the
Titans pick. barring any trade up.
-That's something that could
lead to help us,- Reinfeldt said.
The Titans certainly have studied the receivers available in this
draft. They have visited with
Darrius
Heyward-Bey
of
Maryland. Hakeem Nicks of
North Carolina, Kenny Britt of

2008 Chevrolet Malibu LT

r.

16 950*

2005 Mazda B-4000 4x4

Rutgers and Florida's Percy
Harvin. Mohamed Massaquoi of
Georgia and Nashville native
Patrick Turner of USC are
receivers who could be targets in
the second or third rounds.
The need is there.
Coach Jeff Fisher promised
after an AFC wild-card kiss iii
January 2008 to improve • his
offense. The Titans used their top
pick in 2008 on running back
Chris Johnson, and he used his
speed to earn a Pro Bowl ,spot.
Tennessee started 10-0 and
earned the AFC's No. 1 seed in
the playoffs.
But statistically, the offense
didn't budge. The Titans ranked
21st in total offense and 27th in
passing yards — exactly where
they finished 2007 despite the
change from Vince Young to veteran Kerry Collins as the starting
quarterback. The Titans set a franchise record and tied for the NFL
lead allowing only 12 sacks, and
they ranked third with only nine
interceptions.
Tight end Bo Scaife and
Johnson were the Titans' [paling
receivers with 58 and 43 catches
respectively. The Titans metwith
veteran receiver Tony Holt only
to watch him sign with
Jacksonville.
Collins likes Justin Gage.
whose 10 catches for 135 yards
was overlooked in Tennessee's
13-10 divisional loss to
Baltimore,
and
thinks
Washington is a great addition.
Collins threw for 2,676 yards in
2008 but had only 21 passes go
25 yards or longer.
"I just kind of wait and see
who they pick, and hopefully
there's a receiver or two in the
mix." Collins said.
Tennessee has the ammunition
with 10 picks to boost the offense
by trade, say for a receiver like
Anquan Boldin of Arizona.
Reinfeldt declined to discuss
Boldin because he's under Contract with the Cardinals.
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rts
MHS,CCHS split on cou
TUESDAY ACTION

TIGERS BATTLE HEATH CALLOWAY TAKES ON LONE OAK INMullican

8-4 and Dheepa
On the girls' side, Amy Winkler wsa Kristen
Staff Report
l'nmble 8-1.
Sydney
to
fell
Loganathan
Clara
8-2,
Lundberg
Rachel
by
defeated
Both local tennis squads took splits in
Griffo beat
and
Salley
doubles,
8-3,
Clayton
Katie
In
by
defeated
Franklin was
Tuesday action.
and Townsend 8-0. Perry and
Michelle
by
defeated
was
Brockman
Etheridge
Teets
Lone
defeated
Calloway County's boys
McKamey 8-2, Carrie Crouse was defeated Pitman beat Brockman and Trimble 8-4 and
Oak 6-3 while the girls fell 8-0. Murray's
by Ashton Farmer 8-0, Hannalore Clause Kiefer and Loganathan lost to Harpole and
girls beat Heath 5-4 while the boys fell 5-4.
was defeated by Brenna Adams 8-1 and Mullican 8-5.
was
Wallace
For Calloway's boys, Logan
Orduna was defeated by Lexi
Laura
In boys' action, Sudan Loganathan fell to
defeated by Bobby Kaltenbach 8-1, Will Eggemeyer 8-0.
John Stigall 8-0, Dillon Ward lost to
Blackford was defeated by Corey Adams 8In doubles, Winkler and Etheridge were Matthew Hancock 8-5, Josh Chambers beat
81, Seth Fortenbery beat Jantzen Bricheen
defeated by Eggemeyer and Fanner 8-6,
Baker 8-6, Dillon Benningfield
5, Matt McReynolds defeated Bailey Orr 8- Franklin and Crouse were defeated by Nicholas
Justin Ro 8-5, Johnny Thiede beat
5, Jake Darnell beat Devon Starnes 8-0 and Adams and McKamey 8-1 and Love and lost to
Prawito beat
Parker Orduna were defeated by Kaufman and Luke Campbell 8-5 and Topaz
defeated
Vazquez
Karlo
8-3.
Baker
Bradley
Throgmorton 8-6.
Hollowell 8-0.
In doubles, Beau Mason and Sha,wn
In doubles, Blackford and Fortenbery
For Murray's girls, Brooke Salley beat
lost to Stigall and Hancock 8-0,
Schuring
8Kristen Brockman 8-1, Addle Griffo defeatwere defeated by Kaltenbach and Adams
and Ward lost to Baker and Re 8Chambers
3, Darnell and McReynolds beat Orr and ed Katy Brockman 8-3, Kristina Kiefer fell
and Thiede beat Paxton and
Prawito
and
2
beat
Perry
8-1,
Courtney
Harpole
Allison
to
Theo
and
and
Vazquez
8-2
Throgmorton
8-2.
Myers
to
fell
Pitman
Claire
8-0.
Townsend
Qualls defeated Davos and Wadlington 8-3. Kylie

HORSE RACING ROUNDUP
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MICHAEL DANN

Lester Hudson was named to the Al-Senior All-American second team, as selected in balloting for the Lowe's Senior
CLASS Award. NCAA Division I coaches, national media, and
fan balloting determined the w nners

Sport of Kings tries balancing regal with reformed

By .11M LIME
AP Sports Columnist
It's been a tough, tragic couple
of years for some of the horses
that make racing go. It's about to
get a lot tougher for at least one.
The Kentucky Derby is scheduniversity and pursuing the
for the first Saturday in May
uled
seasenior
a
many rewards that
and the winner gets a blanket of
son can bring.
roses, a handful of peppermints
Joining Hansbrough on the
and the burden of carrying an
All-Senior All-American first
entire sport on his back for a few
Marquette's
Baron,
team was
Jerel McNeal, Louisville's weeks.
Exactly how long he holds up
and
Williams,
Terrence
Pittsburgh's Sam Young. Joining depends on how deep the thorHudson on the second team was oughbred's competitive streak
Texas' AJ Abrams, Temple's runs and whether the humans
Dionte Christmas. Baylor's around him are capable, careful
and blessed by what people in the
Curtis Jerrells. and Wicke.
business call "racing luck."

Hudson crowned as Lowe's
Second Team All-American
HUDSON TOOK IN
FINAL FOUR WEEKEND
FROM FORD FIELD
By OM Sports Informsbon
DETROIT, Mich. - Lester
Hudson, the 6-2. senior guard at
The University of Tennessee at
Martin was named to the AllSenior All-American second
team, as selected in balloting for
the Lowe's Senior CLASS
Award. NCAA Division I coaches, national media, and fan balloting determined the winners.
Hudson, who was one of 10
finalists for the award, enjoyed
the Final Four from Ford Field
in an extravagant weekend of
fan interaction and community
service. Hudson was a part of a
group that included Rhode
Island's Jimmy Baron and
Belmont's Andy Wicke, two
other finalists for the award.
North Carolina forward Tyler
Hansbrough won the award,
which is in its eighth year of
existence. CBS Sports broadcaster Dick Enberg. who first
conceived the idea of an award
for seniors in 2001, helped make
the announcement between the
two semi-final games on April 4.
The award was inspired by
the story of former Duke star
Shane Battier, who could have
been an NBA lottery pick but
returned to college for his senior
season and led the Blue Devils
to the NCAA national championship in 2001 and earned his
degree.
.An acronym for Celebrating
Loyalty and Achievement for
Sfaying in School, the Lowe's
Senior CLASS Award honors
the attributes of senior studentathletes in four areas: classroom,
community, character and competition. The award program is
designed exclusively for college
seniors who are utilizing their
complete athletic eligibility,
remaining committed to their

The way things have been
going, they'll need all the help
they can get.
Since the deaths of Barbaro,
after a breakdown at the
Preakness in 2006, and the filly
Eight Belles, euthanized on the
track at last year's Derby, questions about the safety of the track
surfaces, the soundness of the
horses bred to race on them and
the desperate measures some
trainers employ to keep them running have refused to go away.
So far, the answers have been
anything but encouraging.
"It seems like the only time we
get coverage any more is when
something bad happens. It probably sells papers," Hall of Fame
trainer Bob Baffert said Tuesday

in a telephone call from
Louisville, "but it doesn't help
business any."
Baffert was talking several
hours after working out Pioneerof
the Nile, his Derby entrant and
likely one of the pre-race
favorites, over a drying-out din
track at Churchill Downs.The silCalifornia-based
ver-haired,
trainer won the Derby and
Preakness with Silver Charm
(1997), Real Quiet (1998) and
War Emblem (2002), but failed to
complete the Triple Crown sweep
in the Belmont Stakes each time.
Befell couldn't come up with
a horse good enough to justify the
trip back East the last two years.
He hardly needs reminding how
long the odds are, nor how badly

in need of renewal the racket is.
"Maybe it's a case that you
just appreciate things when you
get older," Baffert said. "When
you're younger, you get on a roll
and start taking it for granted
you'll just keep coming back.
You forget how many things have
to go right."
On Monday, a court hearing
for prominent thoroughbred
breeder Ernie Paragallo was postponed at the request of his lawyer
He was charged with 22 counts of
torturing or injuring animals after
police found nearly 200 horses at
his upstate New York farm suffering from neglect and malnourishment earlier this month
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"Sand
volleyball
coming to NCAA
institutions
NCAA
(AP) — The
approved "sand" volleyball as
an emerging sport for women on
Monday and cleared the way for
varsity competition in the 201011 academic year. The organization will spend the next year
developing rules that will govern intercollegiate play, including regulations on financial aid,
playing dates and recruiting.
The sport, known on the professional and Olympic levels as
beach volleyball, will be called
sand volleyball to make it more
attractive to landlocked school.
Many colleges — including
Texas. Nebraska and Utah already participate in informal
tournaments with club team.
Indoor volleyball is the No 2
women's sport in the NCAA.
second only to basketball, with
992 of the 1.064 member
schools fielding teams.
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